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Introduction

The history of the origin and supersession of the enlarged homestead
acts of the early twentieth-century American \7est is particularly instructive to the modern student of public resource policy in the United States.
It reveals the profundity, timelessness, and complexity of the basic resource management questions that are being debated today. Indeed, the
ownership, management, and use of public lands is one of the most
enduring domestic issues of the twentieth century and is certain to continue into the twenty-first century and beyond.
Much has been published about the various twentieth-century homestead acts. They were, according to the leading authorities on public land
history in America, ill-advised in concept'and detrimental in fact. This is
particularly so with the Enlarged Homestead Act, also known as the Dry
Farm Homestead Act, of February 1909, and the Stock Raising Home-

Act, also known as the Grazing Homestead Act, of December 19 16.
Benjamin Hibbard, in his brief discussion of these two acts, describes
them as impractical and judges that "they have fallen far short ofexpectations."l Everett Dick, referring to the reduced residency requirement of
the Enlarged Homestead Act, paraphrases Sfalter Prescott \7ebb's witticism that it was a humanitarian gesture to recognize that "the point of
starvation would be reached before the culmination of the [five-year]
required residence."2 E. Louise Peffer has rendered the most vigorous

stead

criticism of these two homestead acts, analyzing them as not only deceitful
(inviting the unsuspecring homesteader to certain failure) but also as
responsible for the rise in farm tenancy. Further, she assefts that these two
enlarged homestead measures were patently antagonistic to the basic principles of conservation.3 And the foremost authority on the subject, Paul
til7. Gates, has labeled these acts simply as "unwise'"4

This srudy represenrs no challenge ro the view that these homestead
acrs bore much birter fruit. It is revisionist only in that it appeals for a
clarification of the national circumstances surrounding the enactment of

lntroduction

two presidents were persuaded to
initiate this legislation that has since been condemned so heartily by
historians. In view of the far-reaching social, political, demographic, and
economic ramifications of these acts-hundreds of thousands of Americans
were affected directly and millions indirectly-the issue warrants this
these measures-hos/ Congress and

further examination.

Neither Hibbard nor Dick specifically addresses the question of how
rhe Enlarged Homestead Act and Stock Raising Homestead Act took
shape and gained passage. Peffer, on the nther hand, is not only specific,
she is emphatic: the acts were contrived and manipulated through Congress by the "militant" \West, united and brash in its determination to

exploit the public domain for its own particular ends. Gates identifies
several of the prime movers behind these acts as westerners, but he acknowledges that "the West did not put up a united front" in support of
the Stock Raising Homestead Act, and in a number of other ways he stops
far short of Peffer in his conclusions.
Although past research offers conflicting explanations for passage ofthe
acts, the reader should come to understand from the analysis that follows
that the issue of public land cession in the early twentieth century was
neither sectional nor partisan. It was, in fact, only p?rtially political. Any
historical inquiry into the origin of the Enlarged Homestead Act and the
Stock Raising Homestead Act must scan the political arena but cannot
afford to stop there. These measures were inextricably tied to the great
social issues of the ciay, to demographic and economic shifts, and to a
certain rhetorical binge about the virtues of life on the land as the American public struggled to adjust to the closing of a three-hundred-year-old
frontier. The period of adjustment lasted a full generation, finally reach-

ing its conclusion in the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934. A look at that
momentous development reveals that the demise of the twentieth-century
homestead acts, like their derivation, was hardly sectional in nature.
The Enlarged Homestead Act and Stock Raising Homestead Act were
the last two of four homestead acts passed during the Progressive Era.
They were preceded by the Kinkaid Act of 1.904 and the Forest Homestead Act of 1906. \7ith these several acts the Progressive Era witnessed
the culmination of the homesteading urge in America, an urge that was to
outrun the resources of the nation and was therefore to flounder on the
rocks of actual experience. But only in a general way does this study deal
with the degree of success or failure experienced by the dry farming and
grazing homesteaders, a topic well covered by Gates. It is certain that
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in public land disposal met neither the expectations of
their reform-minded sponsors nor rhe promise of the back-to-the-land
wrirers. But to question the historical validity of these enlarged homestead
acts is to focus on an essentially meaningless point. Much more significant
is a reconstruction of the matrix from which they emerged and in which
these experiments

they operated. with a concepr of the relationships between the ideas that
spawned these acts and the reality of conditions then existing in the
nation, the reader may be better able to gauge present and future courses
of action as similar issues contiriue to arise.

i

i

CHAPTER

ONE

The Country-Life Movement

understand the origins of enlarged homesteading in the early
twentieth-century American \(/est, the student of history must first look
to the East and the country-life movement of the Progressive Era. This
movement, short-lived and poorly understood, is easily traced to Theodore
Roosevelt. W'hether or not the idea came from the president himself is not
of great significance as a historical question. Ifhat is significant is that
Roosevelt at least provided form and substance by creating the Commission on Country Life in 1908 and by naming Liberty Hyde Bailey as its
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chairman.
Roosevelt himself defined the country-life "problem"

in his introduc"The
farmer has not
in
issued
report
910.
tion to the commission's
and
has not been
received
received the attention that the city worker has
able to express himself as the city worker has done," he said. This has
had unfortunate consequences for the entire nation, he continued' since,
despite the great growth of the industrial sector, the well-being of the
commonwealth depends upon the well-being of the farmer. Therefore,
"the strengthening of country life is the strengthening of the whole
nation. " I
In many ways this was typical of Theodore Roosevelt. His experience as
a cattleman in the Badlands during the early 1880s is well known,2 and it
is certain that his identification with and compassion for the rural sector of
American society ran deep throughout his adult life. Predictably, Roosevelt was quick to adopr the suggestion from his chief forester and fellow
Progressive, Gifford Pinchot, to appoint a commission "as a means for
directing the attention of the Nation to the problems of the farm, and for
securing the necessary knowledge of the actual conditions of life in the
open country."r The president had on several occasions conferred with the
old Populist, Tom \fatson, and the eminent leader of the farmers' cooperative movement in Ireland, Sir Horace Plunkett, on the subject of improving living conditions for farm people. He had, in fact, asked Plunkett to
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confer with Pinchot on the marrer, and ir was out of that conference that
Pinchot's suggestion originated. a
In the person of Liberty Hyde Bailey, the president found exacrly rhe
right man to chair the new commission. Born into a Michigan farm family
in the spring of 1848, Bailey grew ro maturity on rhat farm and developed
an enduring attachmenr to the soil. He enrolled at Michigan Agricultural
College, earning his bachelor's degree in 1882 and his masrer's degree in
1885. For three years, beginning in 1885, he served on rhe faculty ofhis
alma mater as a professor of horticulture and landscape gardening. In 1882
he joined the Cornell University faculty as a professor of horticulture; by
1903 he had risen to the position of dean of the College of Agriculture. A
man of great energy and ambition, Bailey somehow found the rime ro
complete the requirements for a law degree from the University of \Wisconsin in 1907. A dozen years later, at rhe age of sixty-one, he completed a
doctorate in literature from the University of Vermont.
During his lengthy career as srudent, professor, and dean, L. H. Bailey
authored dozens of texts, manuals, and monographs on the subject of
horticulture and agriculture. He also established a repuration as an editor,
especially in the production of three multivolume cyclopedias on farming
and gardening. He held honorary memberships in a'number of horticultural societies, including the Royal Society of London, which awarded him
the Vietchian Medal in 1898.
These accomplishments and distinctions notwithstanding, it is doubtful that L. H. Bailey's name would be well remembered today were it not
for his involvement in the country-life movement. Following his appointmenr as chairman on the Commission on Country Life, Bailey dedicated
himself to the work at hand with the same commitment thar had characterized his work as a scientist. Ir,ahalf-dozen books, dozens of articles, and
an indeterminate number of public addresses, he outlined and refined the
assumptions behind the movement, identified the problems and proposed
a number of ways to approach the solutions, and publicized the movemenr
with grace and dignity. It may be too much to say he was rhe father of the
country-life movemenr, but in the fullest sense he was its acknowledged
leader and most articulate spokesman.
Also appointed ro the Country Life Commission were Kenyon L. Butterfield, Gifford Pinchot, \Walter Hines Page, Charles S. Barrett, Henry
\Wallace, and \Tilliam A. Beard. In terms of credentials Roosevelt chose
well. Butterfield's background was similar to Bailey's. He was born in
Michigan and held degrees from Michigan Agricukural College and the
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it from
Amherst College in 1910. After three years as president of Rhode Island
State College, he returned to Michigan Agricultural College in 1906 as
president. He published four books between 1908 and 1923, each dealing
with conditions in rural America. In so doing he joined Bailey as an
acknowledged spokesman of the country-life movement.
Gifford Pinchot was born in Connecticut of immigrant parents and
received his early education in private schools. He graduated from Yale in
1889 and then went to Europe to continue his study of forestry. In 1903
he accepted a professorship in that science at Yale. By the time of his
appointment to the Country Life Commission he had been chief of the
U.S. Forest Service for a decade.
Walter Hines Page, a New Yorker, had a well-established reputation as
an editor at the time of his appointment to the commission. In addition to
having spent twelve years on the staff of the Nezz, York Farurn. he had also
served as editor of Atlantic fulonthly for two years and was a partner in
Doubleday, Page & Company, publishers. It was he who created \Yorld's
\York in 1900, aperiodical he edited for the next thirceen years. Charies S.
Barrett, born and raised on a Georgia farm, was well known by 1908 for
his activity in the organization of farmers. $fherf appointed to the Country Life Commission he had already begun his lengthy tenure as president
of the highly influential National Farmers'Union.
Henry \Tallace represented the first of three distinguished flenerations
of Henry $Tallaces from lowa. He founded, owned, and edited tVallaces'
University of Michigan. He, too, earned a law degree, taking

Farrn and Dairy (ater called Wa/laces' Farnter) and auchored such books as
Uncle Henry's Letters to the Farnt Bo1 and Letterc to the Fann Falks. William
A. Beard, of Sacramento, California, enjoyed a solid reputation as a jour-

nalist and student of public affairs on the basis of his work wrththeGreat
\Y/estern

Magazine.

The problem before the commission was "to state, with some fullness of
detail, the present conditions ofcountry life, to point out the causes that
may have led to its present lack of organizacion, to suggest methods by
rvhich it may be redirected, the drift to the cicy arrested, the natural righcs
of the farmer maintained, and an organized rural life developed that will
promote the prosperity of the whole nation."5 Toward that end the commission proved remarkably efficient. Hosting thirty public hearings attended by rural people from forty states and assimilating 120,000 answers
ro printed questionnaires sent to farm families across the nation, the
commission organized its findings and presented chem to che president in
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a 150-page reporr on January 23, 1909.It completed these tasks in less
than six monrhs. The key indings are mentioned here not only for what
they disclose about the economic and social milieu within which the
Enlarged Homestead Act and Stock Raising Homestead Act had their
origins, but they are menrioned as well for what they disclose about the
attitudes held by a highly toured group ofeastern Progressives toward the
agrarian sector of America at the end of the first decade of the twentieth
century. Five of the seven commissioners were from the East. At least four
of them-Pinchot, Bailey, Butterfield, and Page-are identifiable as progressives.

6

Measured by historical standards, the report disclosed, rhe American
farmer had shown sready progress in his quest for economic and social
betterment. Measured by contemporary standards shared by the urban
community, however, the nation's farmers were disadvantaged and depressed. According to rhe reporr, "agriculture is nor commercially as

profitable as it is entitled to be for the labor and energy that the farmer
expends and the risks that he assumes, and . . the social conditions in
the open counrry are far short of their possibilities. "T There were a number
of factors bearing on this unforrunare state of affairs. Among rhem were an
inexact knowledge among the farmers of the farmingfconditions and possibilities within their regions, inadequate public schools in rural areas, poor
highways, continuous soil erosion, absence of an equitable farm-loan system, shortage of farm labor, the arduous and unrewarding life faced by
farm women, and the lack of adequate public health supervision. But the
greatest problem, the one that had to be resolved before any of the others
could be addressed, was rhar of systematic exploitation of the farmers by
"the inrerests"-large, unregulated monopolies.

The Country Life Commission proposed solutions to each of these
problems, placing responsibility on rhe federal governmenr to solve many
of the problems while advising rhar srate and local governmenrs, voluntary organizations, and even individual initiative could solve others. Of
primary importance in solving "the whole problem of ultimate permanenr
reconstruction" of rural America was the launching of three grear programs: (1) a comprehensive survey of the resources and conditions upon
which farming was based in any particular region; (2) a full-blown sysrem
of extension work in which specialists would communicare and work
directly with farmers and farmers' wives in the promotion of better farming, better sanitation, better homemaking, and all orher aspecrs of country living; and (3) a campaign for rural progress that would unite reachers,
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doctors, editors, clergymen, and other professionals in a concerted effort
to enhance the comforts and security of life in the country.
In their discussion of solutions, as with their delineation of the problems, the members of the Count ry Life Commission devoted a good deal of
attention to the exploitation of the farmers by the organized interests.
Nothing betrays the Progressive bent of the commission's report more
implicitly than this emphasis. For example, in lamenting the speculative

holding of large tracts of land by certain individuals, the commission
urged that the federal government take all necessary precautions to guarantee that all future reclamation projects "proceed under conditions insuring
their subdivision into small farm units and their settlement by men who
would both own them and till them." Noting the rapid trend toward
monopolistic control of rivers by large utility companies, the commission
recommended an end to perpetual grants of water power privileges. They
urged that monopolistic control of streams valuable for irrigation be discouraged since "the ownership of water for irrigation is no less important
than the ownership of land." They recommended that forest reserves be
created on watersheds, thereby ending the theretofore common practice of
private exploitation of timberlands with its attendant menace to topsoil
consefvarion of the farmlands below. Fihally, rhe commission advised the
Interstate Commerce Commission to continue an aggressive policy aimed
at eliminating the many flagrant abuses perpetrated by the railroads at the
expense of the farmer. In a nutshell, the commission concluded:
N7e lind that there is need of a new general attitude toward legislainterests.

tion, in the way of safeguarding the farmers' natural rights and

It is natural that the orp;anized and consolidated interests should be
strongly in mind in the making of legislation. \7e recommend that the
welfare of the farmer and countryman be also kept in mind in the construction of laws. We especially recommend thac his interests be considered and safeguarded

in any new legislation on the tariff' on regulation

on railroads, control or regulating of corporations and of speculation,
g
river, swamp, and forest legislation, and public health regulation

It was obviously a deep conviction of the members of the country Life
commission that once the farmers were prorected from "the interests," rhe
other problems attending farm life could be solved. This, of course' was a
primary end toward which the study was commissioned: proposing the
means necessary ro make farm life attractive enough to slow the flow of
farmers, and particularly farm youth, to the cities. The major premise of

10
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the Country Life Commission study was that farming was a dignified and
virtuous way of making a living and that ordinarily it was the environment best suited to the raising of responsible and well-adjusted children.
In the opening paragraph of its report, the Country Life Commission
observed that "nor only in the material wealth that they produce, bur in
the supply of independent and strong citizenship, the agricultural people
constitute the very foundation of our national efficiency. " In the conclusion of its introducrory section, the commission referred to the necessity of
preserving "arace of men in the open country that, in rhe future as in the
past, will be the stay and srrength of ihe nation in rime of war and its
guiding and controlling spirit in time of peace." The farmer has inherited
a strong tradition of individualism and has learned ro carry his own
weight, the commission noted further. "The city exploits the country: the
country does not exploit the city," was rhe corollary.
By expressing these sentiments on the virtues of the yeoman farmer, the
commission members were marching in rhetorical cadence with Theodore
Roosevelt. In his letter of commission to Professor Bailey, the president
opened by asserting: "No nation has ever achieved permanenr grearness
unless this grearness was based on the well-being of the great farmer class,

the men who live on the soil; for it is upon their'welfare, material and
moral, that the welfare of the rest of the nation ultimately rests."e As if
that were not explicit enough, he also included"an excerpt from an address
he had given a year earlier in commemoration of the {rftieth anniversary of
the nation's first agriculrural colleges.
There is but one person whose welfare is as viral to the welfare of the
whole country as is that of the wage-worker who does manual labor, and
that is the tiller of rhe soil-the farmer. If there is one lesson taught by
history, it is that the permanent greatness of any State must ultimately
depend more upon the character of its country population than upon
anything else. No growth of cities, no growth of wealth can make up
for loss in either the number or the character of the farming
population. ro

By reflecting the traditional Progressive anriparhy to monopolistic practices, which the members of the commission saw as a rapidly developing
trend vrithin the agricultural secror, the report contained a number of
specific recommendations indirectly in favor of a liberalized homesteading
policy. But even more significanr, rhe Country Life Commission represented the beginning of the enrire counrry-life movement, which slowly
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transformed into the back-to-the-land movement; and the back-to-theland movement figured dirut/y in the liberal tzation of national homesteading poiicy. Because of its central importance to the story at hand, that
transformation is worth a closer look.
The most completely developed treatment of the country-life movement was offered by L. H. Bailey in his book appropriately titled Tbe
Countrl Life Mouement in tbe United States. He defined the movement as a
desire not only to improve farming but also to improve the quality of farm
life, a desire "to make country life what it is capable of becoming."11 For
this purpose it was essential to recognize agriculture not merely as an
occupation but as a civilization. The task at hand was to reestablish that
civilization as one attractive enough to keep intelligent, aspiring, and
progressive people within it. Anticipating a certain illegitimate exploitation of the movement, Bailey nevertheless considered it sound at the
center and foresaw momentous undercurrents

within it.

For the next twenty-live years we may expect it to have great influon the course of events, for it will require this length of time to
balance up society. Demagogues and lakirs will take advantage of it for
personal gain. Tradesmen will make much of it. STriters are even now
ence

beginning to sensationalize it.

But there will also arise countrymen with statesmanship in them; if
not so, then we cannot make the progress that we need. The movement
will have its significant political aspect, and we may look lor faovernors
of states and perhaps more than one President of the United States to
come out of it.12

Although Bailey was overly sanguine in his prediction of the political
effects of the movement, he was certainly justified in his belief that it was
the start of something big. And even as he wrote, in 1911, he betrayed a
suspicion that the country-life movement was being misunderstood, that

it was being mistaken for an appeal to the urbanite to relocate in the
country. He referred to the "present popular back-to-the-land agitation"
as an urban impulse stemming from the desire of city dwellers to escaPe
from congested areas, an impulse abetted by dubious propaganda from
opportunistic realtors. He viewed any exodus from the cities to the farms
as an awful perversion of the country-life movement, and he cautioned
strongly against it. "The country-life movement and back-to-the-land
movements are not only little related, but in many ways they are distinctly
antagonistic."1l
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But Bailey did not conceal his opinion that most city people would find
a better life in the country. This was, in fact, one of his most deeply held
convictions. \7hat he argued, rather, was that such a demographic shift
would be bad for the country. The distinction is an importanr one, for it
underscores the basic dilemma of Bailey's position: how to convey the
belief that farming was potentially, if not actually, the most desirable of
all possible livelihoods without encouraging, at the same time, the incipient back-to-the-land movement. His argument that the nation needed
better farmers, not more farmers, was never quite as stimulating or persuasive as his argument that the cities were insufferable in comparison to
farms. On the latter point he minced no words.
The fundamental weakness in our civilization is the fact that the city
and the country represent antagonistic forces. Sympathetically, they have
been and are opposed. The city lives on the country. It always tends to
destroy its province. The city sits like a parasite, running out its roots
into the open country and draining it of its substance. The city takes
everything 66 is5slf-rn2terials, money, men-and gives back only what
it does not want; it does not reconstruct or even maintain its contributory country. Many country places are already suckcd dry.t1

Conversely, the farmer is "the natural balance-force or the middlewheel of society," the steady and conservative force lying between the
laborers on the one hand and the syndicated interests on the other. As
such, he is the controlling element in society to a much greater extent
than commonly recognized. Further, unlike the city dweller, every farmer
has the opportunity of founding a dynasty. "City properties," Baiiey
wrote, "may come and go, rented houses may be removed, stocks and
bonds may rise and fall, but the land still remains; and a man can remain
on the land and subsist with it so long as he knows how to handle it
properly. " lt

Much of what Bailey said was reiterated in slightly modified terms by
his colleague, Kenyon L. Butterfield, whose most explicit analysis, The
Farmer and tbe New Day, was published eight years after Bailey's Country
Life Moueruenr. By then the country-life movement was in atrophy, but
Butterfield did not acknowledge that fact. As much as Bailey, he was of
the belief that the independence of the yeoman must be preserved above
all, that "true democracy requires that the man who tills the land shall
control the land he tills."16 He too saw country life, particularly a revital-
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ized country life, as being distinctly preferable
praise of farmers bordered on the prodigal.

13

to city life. In fact, his

American farm life has bred the most skillful farmers, the most intelligent rural citizens, the most engaging farm homes to be found anywhere
in the world. This praise applies to the real American farmer, the owner
and active manager of a family-size farm, who came of the best blood of
pioneer America, whose intelligence is comparable with that of the leading groups of citizens of the Republic, many of whose sons and daughters have made their way into recognized leadership in business, industry, and the professions. It is difficult to speak with restraint of this
man or his achievements. He conquered a huge continent of rich soil for
civilization. He carried to the frontier an eager desire for education, the
democratic impulse, and the fear of the Lord. He has helped light his
country's battles. He has been the bedrock of representative
government.lT

Bailey and Butterfield were the purists among the country-life thinkers
and writers, and in their subsequent writings they adhered closely to the
basic tenets laid down by the Country Life Commission. These tenets may
be recapitulated briefly as follows: The rural element in American society
had been, and continued to be, the most elsential of all elements in the
establishment and preservation of a strong, stable, and democratic America. Because of this it was necessary to cu'rb the recent and alarming rush of

rural Americans to the cities. In order to do this, government must ioin
with farmers and various professions in revitalizing conditions in the
country such that rural people would no longer need to move to the cities
to fill certain voids in their lives. The object was to keep rural people in
the country rather than encouraging urban people to migrate to the country. Some interchange of populations was fine, even desirable; but a heavy
interchange was unhealthy. Many urbanites, it appeared, were scurrying
to the farms without the knowledge, skill, or capital to be successful as
farmers. Not only were they in a poor position to make a contribution to
rural America (and, therefore, to America as a whole), but they ran the

risk of ruining their own lives as well.
To the chagrin of Bailey and Butterfield, the country-life tenets were
poorly observed by a number of other writers. To survey these other
writings is to see, step by step, how the distinction between the countrylife movement and the back-to-the-land movement became blurred and
how the former came to degenerate into the latter. There were many such
writers, but only three need to be discussed here in order to illustrate the

r1
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direction the country-life movement took during the second decade of the
twentieth century.
In a series of articles published in the Progressive-oriented )utlook in
1910, Sir Horace Plunkett advanced several suggestions he thoughr would
promote the tangible achievements of the country-life movement. He
hoped to "be able to show that this is not one of those new movements by
which nothing but resolutions are moved."18 Using the same style of
piquant narrative throughout these articles, he advanced the thesis that
the key to a successful upgrading of country life lay in effective organization among the farmers. It was, of course, Plunkett's success at organizing
farmers in Ireland rhat had won him an internarional reputarion and had
brought him to the attention ofTheodore Roosevelt. But Piunkett held a
firsthand familiarity with conditions in America as well as in lreland,
having a decade ofexperience as a rancher at the base ofthe Rockies.
Sir Horace was not perceptibly less reserved than either Bailey or Butterfield in his testimony to the virtues of the yeoman farmer. Subscribing to
the Aristotelian dictum that "rn"here husbandmen and men of small fortune predominate, government will be guided by law,"tr he foresaw as
inevitable the consequences of continuing urban expansion:
The country is thus the reservoir from which the town draws its best
citizenship. You cannot keep on indefinitely skimming the pan and have
equally good milk left. In America the drain may continue a while
longer without the inevitabie consequences becominpJ plainly visible; but
sooner or later, if the balance of trade in this human traffic be not
adjusted, the raw material out of which urban society is made will be
seriously deteriorated. $/hen that time comes, the symptoms of National degeneracy will be properly charged against those who lailed to
loresee the evil and tr€at the cause.20

For this reason Plunkett was deeply concerned over the rapidiy shrinking number of rural Americans. Like Bailey and Butterfield, he was aware
of the nascent back-to-the-land movement in the opposite direction; but
unlike them he was not apprehensive that this represented a movement of
the urong people to the country. Rather, he was worried that an insufli-

cient number of people-any people-would be there to take up the siack
in rural areas. "To my bucolic intelligence," he penned in his sparkling
style, "it would seem that against the 'back to the land' movement of
Saturday afternoon the captious critic might set the rural exodus of Monday morning."21
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Many of the views on the country-life movement expressed before
1912, including those of Plunkett, were included in a textbook by G.
rWalter Fiske entitled The Challenge of the Clanny; A Stady of Country Life
Opportunity. It was written at the request of the International Committee
of Young Men's Christian Associations. Not surprisingly, it reflected a
strong spiritual emphasis in its approach to the country-life problem.
Generally anchored to the basic tenets established by Bailey and Butterfield, The Challenge of the Country lacked the subtleties and discipline that
characterized the works of these primary writers. It tended toward dogmatism and stridency in its condemnation of city life and its elocution of
country life. Its tendentious natufe foreshadowed a leading feature of the
back-to-the-land genre of literature.
Exemplary of Fiske's style and tone is his reference ro the city as the
"graveyard ofthe national physique," and his continuation ofthat point in
the following vein:
and industrial overstrain, it [the city) is the burial place
of health, as well as youthful ambitions and hopes, for many a younfl
person not accustomed to its high-geared life. The nervous system rebels
against the city pace. In an incognito life the.character crumbles under
the subtle disintegration of city temptations.2l

\flith its moral

The city sapped the strength and virtue qf those who ventured within it,
giving nothing in return. It was wholly dependent on the folly of people
for its existence. For centuries country people had made their way without
cities. They could do so again. The cities, on the other hand, could not
survive a month without sustenance from the country' The dogmatism of
Fiske is particularly apparent in his discussion of the virtues of rural life.
Revealing of the entire format of the book is the insertion, early in chapter
2, of "The Country Boy's Creed":

I believe that the country which God made is more beautiful than
the city which man made; that life out-of-doors and in touch with the
earth is the natural life of man. I believe that work is work wherever I
find it; but that work with Nature is more inspiring than work with the
most intricate machinery. I believe that the dignity of labor depends not
on what you do, but on how you do it; that opportunity comes to a boy
on the farm as often as to a boy in the city; that life is larger and freer
and happier on the farm than in the town; that my success depends not
upon my location, but upon myself,-not uPon my dreams, but upon
what I actually do, not upon luck but upon pluck. I believe in working
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when you work and playing when you play, and in giving and demanding a square deal in every act of life.2r

The book ends with a similar credo encirled "The Productive Life
Fellowship" by Thomas Nixon Carver.
Another important country-life thinker was Lyman Beecher Stowe,
who presented his views in two articles produced for Outlook in 1912.
Addressing himself to the question of population shifts, Stowe noted the
acceleration in the city-to-country movemenc and expressed some concern
that it could reach an undesirable dimension. For the time being, ar leasr,
the migration from the farms to the cities was still far from being balanced, and the flow of urbanires ro rhe counrry "should be stimulated in
every legitimate way."21 True to the basic tenets of the country-life movement, however, Stowe cautioned strongly against hasty removals to the
country. Only those city people who had gained some previous experience
in fhrming should contemplate a move to the farms. Otherwise, heartbreak and failure would likely await them.
Continuing this theme, Stowe argued that, once equipped with farm
experience, city-bred youths who desired to farm were likely to become
better farmers than their country counrerparts. Pechaps, on this point, he
did not depart widely from Bailey and Butterlield in their basic assumptions, but he certainly took the point well beyond anyrhing they would
have considered comfortable. Supericially, at least, his case seemed logical. The city lads usually held the advantage of better schooling, gaining
therefrom a wider range of skills to aid them in managing the "business"
of a farm. Beginning their practical knowledge of farming with a clean
slate, they had nothing to "unlearn." Further, by personally seeking a
livelihood from the farm, the city boys were less apt to regard that type of
work as drudgery than were the farm youths who had never knon'n anorher
life.2t

Closely related to chis theme, and perhaps of greater importance in
assigning historical significance to Stowe's work, was his explicir conrention that farm life was likely to be of tremendous therapeutic value to

many city misfits, particularly juvenile delinquents. This was a sharp
departure from Bailey and Butterfield, and it represented a key transitional link between country-life and back-to-the-land literature. Stowe
recounted, for example, the amazing success story of the State Agricultural and Industrial School of New York, to which lawbreaking juveniles
were sentenced. Seven years prior, the prison walls had been razed and
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military discipline jettisoned in favor of a huge communal farming complex. The young inmates responded to the new format with great enthusiasm, priding themselves on the production of prize crops and livestock,
hosting their own fairs, experimenting with the latest scientific techniques, and even, on occasion, preparing and reading papers on new
agricultural procedures to their assembled colleagues. Rehabilitation was
remarkable, Stowe claimed. More than a third of the discharged delinquents had found gainful employment on farms, and many of them were
making fine progress toward gaining ownership of their own farms. In
addition, more than a hundred parolees were holding jobs on farms. This
was not an isolated case. Similar experiments, with similar results, were
also observable at the Lincoln Agricultural School, for homeless boys, in
Lincolndale, New York, and at the National Farm School, forJewish lads
from city ghettos, near Philadelphia. Still other examples were the Baron
DeHirsch Agricultural School at -Woodbine, New Jersey, and the Billings
Polytechnic Institute in Montana. 26
Nor did this tell the entire story, according to Stowe. Farm life also
worked its extraordinary therapy on the sick and debilitated. A prominent
New York physician, upon examining two "pale, nervous, overwrought
and anemic" teenage boys, advised their father'that if he wanted his family
to be perpetuated he had only one alternative: to buy a farm, put the boys
on it, and keep them there.27 The author did not dwell on this point, but
in mentioning it he gave the back-to-the-land writers an important cue.
rVhatever his credibility, it is indisputable that Lyman Beecher Stowe
expressed himself with a literary skill and finesse rare among the subsequent writers on the theme of country therapy. Illustrative of his style is
the exciting generalization with which he concluded his second article:
Just as Hercules's opponent Antaeus doubled his strength every time
he touched mother earth, so the men of the cities renew their strength
when they return to the land. Likewise exhausted lands are renewed by
the scientific agricultural methods of the city-bred and country-trained
farmer. In short, the bringing together of exhausted city men and exhausted county lands means the renewal of both.28

N7ithin a short time, then, strange things had begun to happen to the
original country-life movement as conceived in the Roosevelt-Pinchot
alembic, brought to life by their specially appointed commission, and
given an intellectual polish by L. H. Bailey. According to the original
precepts of the movement, the agricultural sector of American society was
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no longer receiving those social, cultural, and economic dividends ro
it was entitled. Consequenrly, an alarming migration from farm to
city was in process, particularly among the younger generarion. If this
demographic trend were not arrested, a qualitative degradation of the
entire nation would surely result, since the country continued to be. as it
had been traditionally, rhe mainstay of a productive and virtuous America. In order to arrest rhis rrend, country life musr be revitalized and
upgraded in all aspects such rhat its attractiveness ro ics native sons would
exceed that of the cities. While the cooperation of many agencies would be
required toward this end, the lead would have to be taken by the federal
which

government.

Almost immediately these precepts were subjected to a variety of special emphases by other studenrs of the country-life movemenc. Sir Horace
Plunkett suggesred that migration ro rhe city did not necessarily have to
be arrested; stimulating a flow of ciry people ro the counrry could balance
the loss. This suggestion was raken a srep further by Lyman Beecher
Stowe, who argued that an exodus from the counrry in tandem with a
movement of trained city people to the counry was in fact the key to
solving the entire country-life problem. G. Walter Fiske, whose texrbook
may have reached a wider audience rhan any orher source on the move-

ment, injected a pedantic quality into the body of original precepts
through a series of liturgical exaggerations on rhe virtues of country life
and the depravity ofcity life.
The original country-life movement died aborninp;. Congress, having
grown recalcitrant toward an aggressive adminisrration, turned a cold
shoulder to the Country Life Commission, denied Roosevelt's request for
$25,000 to print its report, and even went so far as to pass rhe Tawney
Amendment which prohibited the appointment of similar commissions
without congressional approval.ze Yer, the impact of the country-life
movement was enormous, albeit in a way unforseen and unintended by its
originators. Beginning with Plunkett, Stowe, and Fiske, but extending
well beyond them, rhe corpus of the original movemenr was subjected to a
series of interpretations, each with its own amendments. The end result
was a popularized version, bearing little resemblance to the original, that
became the literary basis of the back-to-the-land movemenr. Its sudden
appearance as a favorite theme in rhe popular magazrnes of che day hailed
the beginning (perhaps renascence) of a national infaruarion in America:
dreaming of, talking of, planning for, and oftentimes actually undertaking a move from the city to the farm.
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Yet, even before the back-to-the-land rhetoric began-in fact, at the
very time the Country Life Commission was transmitting its report to

1909-an important homestead bill was
nearing final compromise in the halls of Congress. Its enactment a few
weeks later reasserted the concept of homesteading within the public
President Roosevelt in January

consciousness and no doubt quickened the heartbeat of hundreds of thou-

sands of people who had been nurtured on the three-hundred-year-old
American reckoning that there was free land to be had out \X/est.

T\gO

CHAPTER

The Politics of the
Enlarged Homestead Act
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tant East to gain enacrment of the bill is either implicit or explicir in
nearly all the standard works on public land policy. This view is the
central object ofthe discussion that follows.
The Enlarged Homestead Act was based on many of the same assumptions reflected in the report of the Commission on Country Life. The
report gave eloquent expression ro rhe many virtues of farm life; rhe act
provided both city and farm people with a means of either gaining ownership or enlarging their ownership, as the case may be, of farm land. Yet,
only in the most indirect way can the Country Life Commission's report be
considered influential in the passage of the Enlarged Homestead Act. The
report was not transmitted to Congress until the very day that the acr was
passed, and chere is no reason to believe that many senators or representatives had a sneak preview of it. Further, the reporr was given a chilly
reception in Congress, and the House even refused Roosevelt's request for
money to publish it. On the other hand, the reporr represented a reasonably thorough study and disclosure of conditions in rural America, and
since most congressmen had rural consrituents it may be assumed that
they had some knowledge of these same conditions. It is likely that a
number of congressmen were drawing the same conclusions as the members of the Country Life Commission about the lctions that should be
taken in response to these conditions.
The commission opened its report with a disc.laimer of inrent ro influence the course o{ any legislation then before Congress-the enlarged
homestead bill, for example-but several of its fundamental assumptions
and the thrust of its message were unmistakably in the same direction as
the homesteading measure. In speaking of the monopolistic control of
streams as being one of the four leading handicaps faced by farmers, the
commissioners wrote: "One of the very best elements of any population is
the independent home-owning farmer, and the rendency of government,
so far as may be practicable, should be toward securing the ownership of
the land by the man who lives on it and tills it."2 Moreover, rhe commission commended the Newlands Act of 1902, which provided for the
financing of irrigation projects in the West through the sale of public
lands, for its benefit to the \iltrest "not alone because it renders available for
settlement large areas of previously worthless land, but still more because
ic insures to settlers the ownership of both the land and waters."l Finally,
and not without promise for the future of a liberalized homesteading
policy, the commissioners observed:
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in the New England
town (or rownship), the competition of the newly settled Vest and the
wonderful development of urban civilization have disintegrated it. The
middle-aged farmer of the Central States sells the old homestead without
much hesitation of regret and moves westward to find a greater acreage
for his sons and daughters. The farmer of the Middle Vest sells the old
home and moves to the Mountain States, to the Pacifc Coast, to the
South, to Mexico, or to Canada.a
Even where there was once social organization, as

Regardless of the congressional reaction to the recommendations of the

Country Life Commission, there is no doubt where President Roosevelt
stood. He had commissioned the study, had handpicked the members, and
had given the completed report a vigorous endorsement. This in itself offers
an important clue as to why he signed the enlarged homestead bill into law.
Yet, there is more to it than that. The Enlarged Homestead Act had as its
aim the opening of marginal lands to a highly specialized form of farming, a
form that showed every promise of transforming those lands into a productive agricultural resource. As such, the act coincided exactly with Roosevelt's concept ofconservation. "Conservation," he insisted, "is not keeping
out of use, but is putting things to the best use without waste, and where
possible, preserving their potential usefulness unimpaired. "s
That Roosevelt sought a public land policy that would favor the individual owner, the actual homemaker, is incontrovertible. Time and again he
voiced his conviction that the farmers were in the vanguard of conservation
and that the movement of homesteaders westward was a healthy trend for
the entire nation. Sfriting, for example, of his own cowboy days on the
open range, he tempered his nostalgia with the following assertion:

It was right and necessary that this life should pass, for the safety of
our country lies in its being made the country of the small homemaker. . The homesteaders, the permanent settlers, the men who
took up each his own farm on which he lived and brought up his family, these represented from the National standpoint the most desirable of
all possible users of, and dwellers on, the soil. Their advent meant the
breaking up of the big ranches; and the change was a National gain,
although to some of us an individual loss.6
In warming up for his Progressive campaign of 1912, Roosevelt commented that an essential feature of the country-life movement was conser-

vation. He maintained that the natural fertility of the soil exceeded in
importance all other aspects of resource management. But the impetus for
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rhis conservation would never come from urban areas, dominated as they
*'ere by big business. Rather, "it will come from rhe farmers who, alive to
their dury in regard ro rhe resources at their command, will see that they
ger rheir due share of those orher resources which belong to the people ar
large, and to no privileged class."7 In the latter stages of the campaign,
Roosevelt carried this thought to an even more explicit expression. All the
nation's narural reseryes, he stated, should be handled and administered in
the interesr of "the actual settler, the actual home-maker.,,This man, the
man who sertles on his own farm and develops it, is working not just for

himself bur for posrerity as well. "His permanent welfare," concluded
Roosevelt, "is the prime factor for consideration in developing the policy of
Conservation: for our aim is to preserve our natural resources for the public
as a *hole, for the avetage man and the average woman who make up the
body of the American people."8
Roosevelt obviously took special pride in his contriburion to the shaping and passage of the Newlands Act of 1902 which was the cornerstone of

his reclamation program. with more rhan the usual amounr of chest
thumping, he poinred to the twenty-eight reclamation projects launched
between 1902 and 1906-projects that involved the construction of huge
dams, thousands of miles of canals, and tens of rhou'sands of bridges and
culverts. The end result was to bring precious warer to some thirty thousand separate farms. Among the most significant of the many aspects of
this achievement, according to Roosevelt, was its impact on rhe settlement parrerns in the $Zest:
The population which the Reclamation [Newlands] Act has brought

.into the arid \West, while comparatively small wher, compared with that
in the more closely inhabited East, has been a most effective contribution to the National life, for it has gone far to transform the social
aspect of the \fest, making for the stability of the institutions upon

which the welfare of rhe whole counrry rests: .it has substituted actual
homemakers, who have settled on the land with their families, for huge,
migratory bands of sheep herded by the hired shepherds of absentee
ownefs.9

According to the Rooseveltian view, then, any measure that promoted
individual ownership of western land was good for the \west and good for
the nation. An expanded homesread act for the semiarid rwesr would
obviously be right on rarger for him.
In addirion ro Progressive rhetoric, scientific advancements in dry farm-
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ing had much to do with the politics of the Enlarged Homestead Act. The
first decade of the twentieth century witnessed a resurgent optimism in
dry-farming possibilities, an optimism that soared well beyond the initial
enthusiasm of the 1880s. While much research had been done by various
western state agricultural experiment stations since the mid-1890s, it was
not until an independent researcher named Hardy $Tebster Campbell
published his findings that dry farming gained wide public exposure'
After fifteen years of research on farms in South Dakota, Nebraska, Colorado, and Kansas, Campbell published his 6rst Soil Culture Manaal in
Igo2. By the time of the publication of his second soil culture Manual tn
1907, his name had become synonymous with dry-farming techniques.l0
From a technical standpoint Campbell is easily faulted for failing to
emphasize the need for developing new drought-resistant varieties ofcrops
and for his continuous insistence that dry farms should be larger than 160
acres. More central to the point, however, is the way Campbell propagandized this renewed dry-farming movement through his reckless pronouncements on the certainty of its success. Typical is this view from 1902: "IWe
do not believe we have reached the limit, but are hopeful that after careful
experimenting we will be able to produce a.Yield that cannot be surpassed
by any farmer in the more humid sections of Iowa or Illinois, and chis is
the semi-arid belt."11 By 1907 his view of dry farming had become even
more visionary. "There is no quesrion in my mind bur what che prairies of
eastefn Colorado, western Kansas, Nebraska and the Panhandle of Texas
and a good portion of New Mexico-those re€{ions I am more familiar
with than the country farther ns1ll-62n grow better average crops than
they are growing in lllinois today, because we can secure the ideal condition, and control it, and they cannot do it in Illinois because they have too
much rain."12ln 1909 he expressed his conviction chat the semiarid \West
was "destined to be the last and best grain garden of the world."
Campbell's optimistic assertions were widely quored and paraphrased.
They were carried not only in books and technical pamphlets but also in
newspapers and organizational bulletins throughout the Nfest. In 1906
they gained national circulation in the pages of Cenlury Magazine.t3

Hardy Campbell's heady inlluence on the dry-farming movement
peaked in 1909. It declined sharply thereafter due primarily to opposition
from E. c. chilcott, director of the office of Dry Land Agriculture in the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. He labeled Campbell's pronouncements
,,wild and extravagant" and publicly scolded him for the false impresas
sions he had created. chilcott was especially irrirated that campbell had

)(.
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gained a hearing in popular magazines, and he denounced "thac certain
class

of popular writers" for their complicity in the matter. In public

well as in Department of Agriculture publications, he argued
that dry farming was a precarious business to be approached cautiously if

addresses as

at aII.rt'

Chilcott succeeded in discrediting Campbell, but he did not

succeed in
for
In
Montana,
example,
Campbell's
place as
discrediting Campbellism.
a promoter was quickly taken by Thomas Shaw, an agricultural consultant
of the Great Northern and Northern Pacifrc railroads. Shaw continued to
publicize dry-farming possibilities in the same vein as had Campbell. He
shared the same basic conception, that dry-farm development was to be
done on rhe level of the small, self-sustaining, and diversified farmer. Try
as it might, the Department of Agriculture could not find an effective

counterpoise to the dry-farm propagandists.

Moreover, the leading scientists of the dry-farm system agreed with
Campbell on nearly all essential points. Certainly, John A. $7idtsoe,
director of the Utah Agricultural Experiment Scation and a recognized
pioneer in dry-farming research, saw eye to eye with Campbell, although
he disputed the claim that Campbell was the "author" of the dry-farming
system. Under \Widtsoe's administration and sciehtific guidance the Utah
Experiment Station became the center of initial dry-farm research in the
Rocky Mountain $7est. A number of experts from surrounding states
studied there, and much technical information emanated from ic. In 1911
S7idtsoe published a book entitled Dry-Fanning; A Sytten of Agricalture fnr
Cauntries Under a Lou Rainfall in Macmillan's Rural Science Series under the
general editorial supervision of L. H. Bailey.lt
Nfidtsoe's volume was a comprehensive guide to practicai dry farming.
Replete with photographs, charts, and drawings, it was written in a direct
manner easily comprehendible by the layman. Select a farm of clay loam
soil, he advised the would-be dry farmers, and make certain that the soil is
uniformly structured to a depth of eight feet. He further urged location in
area with an annual average rainfall exceeding ten inches and that
^n
windy areas be avoided. "One man with four horses and plenty of machinery cannot handle more than 160 to 200 acres," he cautioned. "Farm fewer
acres and farm them better. "16
\Tidtsoe's appraisal of dry farming was not as sanguine as Campbell's,
but it was still highly optimistic. He defended with considerable vigor his
belief that dry farming would succeed even in drought years as long as
proper procedures were practiced. "Always farm as tf ayear of drought were
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coming," was his dictum. He emphasized that dry farming was a highly
specialized form of agriculture, one rhat required much work, skill, and
intelligence. But he denied that it was a "precarious" business. He was
openly critical of Chilcott's "conservative" attitude toward dry farming,
charging that he had hindered the advancement of dry farming and had
shackled the research resources of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.rT
As an example of the success possible on a dry farm, $Tidtsoe pointed to
the John R. Barnes farm in Kaysville, Urah. This ninety-acre rract, located in Davis County just norrh of Salr Lake City, had been dry-farmed
since 1887. Barnes had kept careful records, year by yeat; and much of
that data, through the year 1905, was charted by lJ7idtsoe. The precipitation during those years varied from a low of 10.33 inches in 1890 to a
high of 18.46 inches in 1889. The yietd of wheat varied from a high of

2S.9bushelsperacre io1902 toalow of 12.5 bushelsperacre inL903,
excluding 1888 which was the one year of failure. (s7idtsoe ascribed this
failure to improper soil prepararion.) The charr reveals at a glance thar
yields in excess of rwenry bushels per acre were the rule whenever the soil
had been allowed to lie fallow the preceding year. According ro Barnes's
records, his net profit for the ninereen-year period was #5,2j7.14.
$Tidtsoe concluded that this represented ""'u..y fair proft" on the original
$ 1,800 purchase price of the farm. r8
Renewed enthusiasm for dry farmirig spawned its own special-inrerest

group, which in turn publicized and promoted the dry-farming movement
in numerous ways. This was the Transmissouri Dry Farming Congress.
(The word "Transmisscuri" was dropped from its name in 1909.) This

group held its third annual conference, in Cheyenne, during the final
week of February 1909, just a few days after passage of the Enlarged
Homestead Act. Among the first items of business undertaken by the
several hundred delegates were an endorsement of the Enlarged Homestead Act and the adoption of a resolution of appreciation ro congressman
Frank S7. Mondell of N7yoming for his efforts in securing irs enactment.le
The delegates seemed united in their conviction that the new homestead
act would aid significantly in the development of semiarid lands, and
Governor Shafroth of Colorado gave srrong voice to that belief in his
address to the conference.20 The conference was oriented primarily in the
technical direction, as seen by its concern and plans for gathering and
disseminating dry-farmin g data on a worldwide basis. But by virtue of the
very fact that several hundred people were meering rogerher within an
organizational framework, rhe conference held political implications that
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were not ignored by important people in NTashington, D.C. President
Roosevelt sent a letter to the conference in which he offered his assurance
that "any organization having for its purpose the development of the
agricultural resources of the great semi-arid section of the United States
should have the hearty support ofall good citizens."21 And just prior to
the convening of the Dry Farming Congress, Gifford Pinchot wrote to it,
asserting: "I am now and have been at all times greatly interested in the
development of dry farming and confident that it would be of great
importance to the west."22 It was obviously with some iustifrcation that
the Salt Lake Tribune could editorialize that "the Dry Farming congress has
compelled the attention, not only of state governments, but of the national authorities at 'W'ashington. "zi
Senator Reed Smoot of Utah introduced the enlarged homestead bill
into the upper house, and he defended and championed it through both

of the Sixtieth Congress. Initially, Senator Jacob Gallinger of
New Hampshire led the opposition. His primary concern was that land
granted today under the act may be brought within an irrigation project in
rhe future, in which case a parcel o{ 320 acres would be much too genersessions

ous. Smoot countered with the assurance that the bill was drafted to apply
strictly to those lands which "no matter if a thousand years pass, they will
never be irrigated."2a This issue, defining the type oflands to be open for
entry to ensure that they would be of the dry-farming variety and nothing
else, was basic in the Senate debates. It was this consideration that
prompted Senator \Tilliam E. Borah of Idaho to press for insertion of the
word "arid" in the section of the bill describing the lands available for

entry" Smoot objected on the grounds that the word "nonirrigable" was
explicit enough and that most western congressmen did not want the word
"arid" used.
The Utah senator was not without support in his claim that the bill was
drafted in terms explicit enough to avoid misunderstanding on the types
of land available for entry. Senator Henry M. Teller of Colorado, for
example, took the floor to inform his colleagues that there were thousands
of acres of land that could not be irrigated even at a cost of a thousand
dollars per acre, for water simply could not be procured unless carried in
buckets.2s And Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts warned that
inserting the words "arid" and "semiarid" would introduce a most vexatious element of ambiguity and must therefore be avoided. The doughty
eastern senator then expressed his belief that enlarging the homestead
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grants for nonirrigable lands, as proposed by the
would be "a good thing. "ze
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bill

under discussion,

At this point in the Senate debates it became clear where the real
opposition to the bill lal': not in the East, Midwest, or South, but in the
$7est itself. Specifically, it was Senators Borah and \Teldon B. Heyburn of
Idaho who debated rhe opposition viewpoint most vigorously. Ic is a
matter of no small importance that they joined with Smoot and many
other western senators in the desire to see the \fest attract new settlers.
Yet unlike Smoot and other supporters of the bill, Heyburn and Borah felt
that geographical conditions in their state were such that the Enlarged
Homestead Act would acrually work to restrict settlement there. According to Heyburn, Idaho was unique among the western states in that it had
plenty of water and, therefore, an enormous potential for reclamation. He
foresaw rapid development of irrigation projects under the Newlands Act,
in which case new settlers could be expected to flow into Idaho in as large
a number as available land would allow. "Three hundred and twenty acres
of homestead is larger than we desire in ldaho," he announced. "til7e want
more people than there would be represented by homesteads of that
size."21

The passion of Heyburn's oppositioh to the bill explains why, during
the course of four lengthy Senate debates, he was the only senator to
mention conservation of natural rbsources in conjunction with the bill.
One gets the impression that this was done only in desperation. Upon
goading by Reed Smoot and Francis G. Newlands that ldaho's congressional delegation was not unanimous in the stand taken by its senior
senator, Heyburn became indignant. He exclaimed in part:

I

in regard to the preservation of the
and
I
heard eloquent words about the
natural resources of the country,
forests rhat were to hold che waters and irrigate the lands. \What becomes of that eloquence and the reasoning that was within it if you are
going to give the lands to the land grabber? What is the use of conserving the waters of the country to irrigate the lands under those
heard some eloquent words here

conditions?28

In the House debate on the enlarged homestead bill, the opposition was
Ied by Congressman Paul Howland of Ohio. In both the minority report of
the House Committee on Public Lands, which appeared over his signature, and in the debates, Howland hammered on the same theme:
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If the homesteader can not make a living on 160 acres of land, there
is something wrong with the land or the homesteader. If the trouble is
the land a greater quantity of that kind of land would not help the
situation. If the trouble is with the homesteader the amount of land he
enters cuts very

little figue.2e

On the other hand, Congressman Mondell, who championed the bill in
the lower chamber, quoted directly from a passage President Roosevelt
had sent to Congress on a previous occasion. "The land-law system which
was designed to meet the needs of the fertile and well-watered regions of

the Middle lWest has largely broken down when applied to the drier
regions of the Great Plains, the mountains, and much of the Pacific slope,
where a farm of 160 acres is altogether inadequate"'ro Howland objected
to this, pointing out that the president had been speaking of a gtazing
proposition, not an agricultural homestead. It is unlikely, however, that
Mondell or any other supporter of the bill was embarrassed by Howland's
objection-for regardless of what the president had in mind on that particular occasion, it was their belief that the text of the quotation was factually
true. Congressman Marcus A. Smith of Arizona stated, for example:
The lVest needs settlement. This lbill] will aid o some extent.
Three hundred acres of the land described in this bill are worth less than
2O acres ofirrigated land. There is no objection urged against it except
by Eastern men, who never saw the public domain and who know nothing of western conditions. i I

Smith's comment is worthy of particular note for two reasons' First, it
represented the clearest strain of an East-tWest lineup on the bill to be
voiced in the debates (a lineup not altogether substantiated by the House
vote on the bill; see table 1); and second, it reiterated the theme around
which Smoot in the Senate and Mondell in the House had built their case:
the Enlarged Homestead Act would certainly aid in attracting more settlers to the \West. Mondell was particularly explicit in that regard:
This is a bill more in the interests of the constituents of every Member on this floor than in the interests of my constituents, except that
some of their constituents may, under this law, become my constituents.
It is an enlarged homestead for those we hope will come to help us
conquer the desert.r2

Nor was the lVyoming congressman open to charges of attempting to
feather his own nest at the expense of his midwestefn or eastern neighbors,
for as the Commission on Country Life had pointed out, Farmers through-
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TABLE ONE

Vote Distribution on the Enlarged Homestead Act in the
U.S. House of RePresentatives

Ayes

Nays

Present

Not
Voting

(r49)

04)

(t2t

(150)

Answered

z

t
2

California

4
4

Colorado

)

Connecticut

2

Delaware

1

Alabama
Arkansas

4

1

)
t

10

t

7

r1

6

Iowa

t
t

2

4

Kansas

2

5

2

Kentucky

3

2

Louisiana

2

Florida
Georgia
Idaho

4

Illinois
Indiana

2

Massachusetts

3

Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

2

Nebraska
Nevada

New Hampshire
NewJersey
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon

t
4

t

6

1

9
4

4

I

3

8

5

3

4

1

t
1

2
1

)

2

6

1l

5

1

19

2

3

4

I

11

9

2

4

1

2

Continued on next page
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Table l-Continued
Answered

Not

Ayes

Nays

Present

Voting

1140)

(74)

(t2)

(150)
t7

Pennsylvania

6

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

I

1

I

4

2

Tennessee

4

6

Texas

8

3

Utah
Vermont

1

I

1

Virginia

6

4

lWashington

3

\il/est Virginia

1

\(isconsin

2

$Tyoming

1

Source: 11 May 1908, Congressional Record,60th Cong., lEt sess. ,6098.

out the country were not hesitating to leave their present homes in search
of greater acreage elsewhere. Though Mondell probably had not yet seen
that report, he obviously was aware of the trend. He pointed out to his
House colleagues that homesteaders had been moving west continuously
but that in four cases out of five they had been forced to abandon their
160-acre claims within three years. The dislocated homesteader then returned "to his folks or his wife's folks in Missouri and Iowa and Illinois,"
Mondell concluded. "He has not done us any good and we have not done
him any good. "ll
Howland seems not to have been particularly opposed to Mondell's
conclusions, but he remained firmly opposed to his premise that the
problem could be solved by enlarging the homestead. His assumptions
were remarkably similar to those expressed by Heyburn in the Senate. In
one of Howland's final observations on the bill, he remarked:
The more homes that can be established on the public domain the
better for the country at large and the particular Commonwealth in
which the homestead is located. This bill, however, by doubling the
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of the homestead entry, provides for only one-half as many homewould be taken care ofunder the present law.14

steaders as

Howland then predicted that the country would soon experience a land
famine, asserted that the policy of government "should be to conserve our
resources," and urged that the enlarged homestead bill be defeated. This
was the only instance in the House debate in which voice was given to the
concept of conservation. There, as in the Senate, it was simply not a
significant part of the opposition argument.
Only in the House was a roll call taken on the Enlarged Homestead
Act, the "sectional" nature of which is reflected in table 1. \7ith the
exception of California's delegation, the representatives of the western
states were solidly in favor of the measure, whereas representatives of the
East, South, and Midwest were split widely in all directions. Obviously,
the bill could have never passed had it not been for substantial support
lent by nonwestern congressmen. Any evidence tending to support the
claim that the Enlarged Homestead Act was a sectiooal issue is scanty
indeed.

Editorial comment of the Salt Lake Tribune on the act was lukewarm at
best. It voiced the belief that the promo,lers of the measure were not
necessarily subject to the charge of intending to enlarge the opportunities
for land fraud and further postulated t\at the measure would be watched
with great interest throughout the \fest, that there would be some fraudulent acquisitions, certainly, and that there would be contests between
claimants and forest reserve officials. "In a general way we should say that
the working of the law ought to be for good, but whether it will pan out
that way or not remains to be seen."l5
One might safely assume that Senator Heyburn was looking directly at
Senator Smoot when, near the conclusion of the final debate, he fumed:
"The idea of standing up here and boasting their zeal to preserve the
public land against the spoiler; the idea ofstanding up here and boasting
theh zeal to preserve the natural resources ofthe country, and then giving
their support to a land grabbing measure of this kind, is beyond my
comprehension."16 For the truth is that Reed Smoot, who sponsored the
Enlarged Homestead Act and defended it so vigorously, also considered
himself to be in the vanguard of the conservation movement. As a historical proposition this is not without considerable justification. Two days
prior to the passage of the Enlarged Homestead Act, Smoot had secured a
promise of an appropriation of $21,000 for the National Conservation
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Commission. The following day he was invited to a conservation conference at the SThite House attended by delegates from Canada and Mexico,
where he delivered one of the welcoming speeches. The next day-the day
the enlarged homestead bill was passed-he was invited to dinner at the
Pinchots, a dinner held in honor of the Canadian and Mexican delegates on
conservation, where he gave still another speech. And it was Smoot who
took the lead in pressing for increased forest appropriations that year. He
spent two days preparing his Senate speech in defense ofthat cause, which
he delivered just one week after the passage of the Enlarged Homestead
Act, and which took nearly three hours, with interruptions, to complete.
The appropriation not only carried, but Smoot was also successful in
defeating an amendment offered by Senator Teller which would have

from federal control. "Teller told me he
would punish me for it," the Utah senator wrote in his diary, "and [he]
released certain forest reserves
was very wfathy. "lT

It appears evident, then, that

the members of the Sixtieth Congress did
not view the Enlarged Homestead Act as contravening the principles of
conservation. Only once in the Senate debate and only once in the House
debate was the concept ofconservation introduced in argument against the
act, and these instances were obvious reflections of frustration and desperation. Further, on the respective issues of the enlarged homestead and
increased appropriations for the Forest Seri'ice, the pattern of voting
among seven leading western senators does not sustain the hypothesis that
the two were opposites. Such substantiation could have come only if the
senators had aligned themselves in one of two ways-in favor of the
Enlarged Homestead Act and opposed to increased forestry appropriarions, or opposed to the Enlarged Homestead Act and in favor of increased
forestry appropriations. Only Henry M. Teller of Colorado and Thomas
H. Carter of Montana aligned according to the first alternative, and only
Frank P. Flint of California aligned according to the second. Smoot,
Heyburn, Borah, and S7arren do not 6t the model.38 Moreover, it will be
recalled, Smoot championed both issues.

Similarly, the supposition that the Enlarged Homestead Act was

an

East-$7est sectional issue does not stand up under scrutiny. Voice was not
even given to that thought in the Senate debate. Only once in the House
debate was expression given to a sectional lineup, but such was not sustained by the distribution of votes there. Further, in the Senate proceedings the most adamant opposition to the measure did not come from the
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East but rather from the \7est, and both Idaho and California specifically
requested to be excluded from its provisions.
The Enlarged Homestead Act did not emerge from a vacuum. In large
measure it proceeded from significant advancements in scientific farming.
The research and writing of such figures as Hardy \Tebster Campbell and

A. rJfidtsoe

had gone far in convincing interested parties that dryfarming techniques could be applied successfully to millions of acres of
semiarid land then lying dormant. No one could have been attracted to

John

this proposition more than Theodore Roosevelt, whose notion of conservation centered around scientific use and management of natural fesources.
Given his devotion ro the homesteader, it is easy to understand why he
signed the Enlarged Homestead Act into law.

THREE

CHAPTER

The Back-to-the-Land Movement

During the last week of October 1913, an obscure federal official
reached into a huge lottery bin and withdrew an application. The name on

the application was read and recorded. Again the official reached, drew,
and read. The process was repeated until 531 applications had been withdrawn for that many sections of free land from the North Platte Forest
Reserve and a military reservation in northwestern Nebraska' Seventy-five
thousand hopefuls had applied. Never had a land lottery attracted so many
applicants, a source of amazement to many in view of the quality of land
involved. Nearly two-thirds of the land was deemed useless for any purpose except grazing. True, a handful of the parcels were valued at several
thousand dollars apiece, but it was still estimited by one source that the
cumulative expense incurred by the applicants in filing vastly exceeded the
total value of the land. I Certainly, by the advent of the New Freedom, the

back-to-the-land passion was rampant in America'
The back-to-the-land movement was a bastard child of the country-life
movement. Unlike its parent it had no perceptible intellectual base, no
patron saint. Its bent was primarily emotional, and it affected a much
larger number of people. It became a sort of national infatuation. The
seventy-five thousand who hoped to receive a free section of Nebraska land
were iust a few of the participants in a much larger drama.
Demographically, the back-to-the-land movement operated on two distinct levels. Many of the participants were interested oniy in a rural
residence in the country, a home with a few acres of ground where they
could grow fresh vegetables and perhaps a little grain and hay for the
support of a few chickens and three or four cows. These were gentlemen
farmers. They tended to locate within easy commuting distance of the cicy
in order to maintain their regular employment. Commercial farming was
not their aim.

The other level of the back-to-the-land movement involved those who
aspired to be commercial farmers, men who also sought inexpensive land,
37
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but in much larger units than the gentlemen farmers. Many of rhesemost-never made ir back to the land, for one reason or anorher.
Yet, for a period of several years, aspiring to become one's own proprieror
on one's own farm was a preoccuparion with a large segment of the
perhaps

American public.
It is impossible to date exactly the beginning and end of the phenomenon, but the back-to-the-land movemenr ebbed and flowed for at least two
decades. The movement began during Theodore Roosevelt's second term
as president and remained strong throughout the 1920s. The year 1932
witnessed a greater return to the farm than any of the previous twelve
years, and on that basis the movement may be viewed as extending to the
advent of the New Deal. Yet, it could be argued that the forces impelling
people farmward during the Great Depression were unique. Certainly,
many of the people who moved to the farms during the depression did so

out of desperacion-as an alternative to prolonged unemployment and
despair or even hunger.

Assigning a numerical dimension to the back-to-the-land movement is
difficult. Figure 1 presents a useful graphic represenrarion of movement after 1920, but unfortunately no such data are available for the
period 1910 to 1920; the Bureau of Agricfitural Economics was not
created until 1922. Even the fourteenth decennial census reports are silent
on that matter.
Even the graphs for the period after 1920 do not dellne the enrire
breadth and depth of the back-co-the-land movement. They reveal the
substantial number of persons who actually left urban areas for rural areas,
but they say nothing about how many aspirants failed to make the move.
Presumably, the latter greatly outnumbered those who actually relocared.
The aspirants who did not move were as important as those who did, in
terms of exerting pressure on president and Congress for an enlarged
homestead policy. These data are also mute on the subjecr of motivation.
They reveal nothing about why people sought a return to the soil, or how
they came to think they could slip into a business such as farming, where
experience and liquid capital are important ingredients ofsuccess.
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the back-to-the-land literature in search of answers to these questions. The popular magazines are the
medium since it was through them that the movement gained its widest
exposure and its most vigorous expression. The survey of articles that
follows is not intended to be exhaustive but rather a representative sampling ofthe thought expressed on the subject. For the most part they have
also
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FIGURE ONE

Movement to and from Farms, I92O-38
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ton, D.C.: Government Printing Offrce, L940), 6.
been selected from the period between 1909 and 1916, since these were
the years of the passage of the Enlarged Homestead Act and the Stock

Raising Homestead Act, respectively. Thematically, the literature includes not only the gentleman farmer and the commercial farmer but a
third type as well, one that may be viewed as an extreme version of either
of the other two: the woman homesteader.
" 'Back to the country' is a topic more than ever before discussed and
dreamed about by city people," began a Collier's article in 1910.2 The
rising expenses and accelerating pace of city life are Prompting large
numbers of cicy dwellers to seek a simpler and saner environment, ic
continued, and this has already "turned a tide of migration toward the
village and the farm." Consequently, announced the editors, they would
begin a regular serial on the movement. Projected for future publication
were such articles as "The Amateur Farmer's Chances of Success," "The
Cost of Equipping a Country Home," "Building Up an Old Farm," "Making the Garden Pay," "Managing Five Acres," "The Live Stock of the
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Small Place," and "The Children and the Farm." The article by Ralph D.
Paine, "Finding a Country Home," was the logical beginning.
According to Paine, there were several fundamental considerations one
should keep in mind when shopping for a country home. Most basic was
that of practicality rather than sentimentality. A rock field and a mosscovered roof might look enchanting, but they meant trouble. A farmhouse
built in a hollow was likely to be unbearably hot in the summer. One
situated in the lee of a hillside was certain to be damp and unhealthy. No
house should ever be bought, regardless of its location, until its frame had
been inspected and found to be sturdy. Finally, a plentiful supply ofwater
was the most important consideration of all.
\7ith these considerations in mind, the prospective buyer of a country
estate should look for one equipped with a barn, coops, and storage sheds.
A barn of suflicient size to house hay, Iivestock, and vehicles might cost as
high as four thousand dollars to build. A coop might cost as much as three
hundred. The aspiring farmer should seek an estate with a wood on it, for
he could then cut and haui his own firewood for #2.50 per cord (approximately one-sixth the cost of buying it in the ciry).
In shopping for a country estate, Paine continued, the city man must
be careful to select one with alarge garden plot hear the house. A gently
sloping hillside plot was best, but a well-drained field would do. A garden
would represent a savings of three hundred dollars per year on groceries.
The coops must be large enough to house fifty hens and three hundred
pullets. This much poultry would save a family a hundred dollars a year. A
pasture for two cows should be included. In addition to keeping the family
supplied with dairy products, two cows would produce an additional
seventy-five dollars' worth of dairy goods above the cost of feed. Room
must also be made for the lowly pig. He might be bought and raised for
ten dollars; when butchered he was worth four times that sum. A sizeable
orchard was also desirable; with careful maintenance it could produce five
hundred dollars' income every year.
\With no difficulty, insisted Paine, it could be proved that a thousand
dollars in the country is worth twice that much in the city because of the
many opportunities for trimming expenses. Few who established their
little farms would ever return to the city. But life in the country was more
than peace and quiet and a reduction in living expenses; it was independence. "It was the 'embattled farmers' who drove back the redcoats from
the redoubt on Bunker Hill," he reminded the readers.l
Throughout the year, and beyond, Collier's continued to feature regular
articles on new gentlemen farmers. But by the end of a year the tone of the
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articles had changed. They had slipped beyond the practical to the promotional, beyond the restrained to the sensational. In "Taking the Plunge,"
featured io the Collier'r issue of March 11, 19 11, author Ernest Russell
drew a parallel between the first man to jump into the swimming hole
(while the others gingerly wet their toes and dawdled on shore) and the
man who had already left the city for a country residence. Russell, having
taken that plunge, urged his diflident brethren to join him. The water is
fine, was his message.
Perhaps the greatest deterrent to taking the plunge, according to Rus-

sell, was the expense involved. But that argument' he insisted, had no
validity. After all, an ideal ten-acre farm, one with a brook, a pond, and a
nearby wood, could be purchased for two thousand dollars. Further, the
natural advantages of such a f^rm-health, restful surroundings, and the
charms of nature-could never be had in the city at any price. To the
dawdler who feared a sudden amputation of city conveniences, Russell
offered his personal assurance that the country of today had its stores'
markets, libraries, theatres, churches, and icemen. For the man who
feared the prospect of losing an hour a day on the commuter train, the
author insisted that commuting would soon become a welcome experience; it gave the person a chance to be'alone with his thoughts, a time to
plan.

Another consideration to be kept in mind included the desirability of
year-round living. The full benefit of life in the country could not be felt
by the sometime dweller there. In this regard, it was a wise man who
located near a town that offered both electric- and steam-car service to the
city. But in the matter of school for the children, no special considerations
were required. Nearly all country schools had responded well to the recent
impetus for improved education, and, indeed, had done so with fewer
complications than most city schools with their crowded conditions and
"mixed nationalities. " Nearly every country town had a school equipped to
educate a child to age Gfteen. Besides, insisted Russell,

It is not from

books alone that your children receive an education-

and a valuable one-in the real country. The country is, after all, but a
great natural open-air gymnasium; in its freedom, its constant occuPation of mind and body in healthful activities, it is the one place in the
world for children to make their reai start in life. They will experience
there, as nowhere else, an unhindered development of thought and action; become intimate with external nature' the wild life about them,
and the vicissitudes of the weather and the seasons; enter early into the

life itself, and with ax and

spade and hoe assist

in wholesome labor.4
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timid city dweller who had suddenly found the fortitude

ro

actually make the move, Russell offered several tips. First he should locate
on a farm beyond the "automobile-haunted thoroughfares" for his family's
comfort and safety. Second, he should locate in the high places, assuming
water was available, in order to enjoy the pleasures of space and view.
Next, he should be careful not to overly exert himself during the initial
stages of farming. The primary object of owning a country esrate was to
enjoy its wholesome surroundings. Financial rewards would materialize
not only because of "lower rentals, of lower commodity prices, and the use
of self-raised food-stuffs, but the equally important economies that follow
a condition of life removed from the artificial standards of the city."t One
would become less extravagant about clothing; toys, trolley trips, and
similar amusements would become unimportant. The physician would be
needed less often.
Many of the themes expressed in the Co/lier'r articles were also reflected
in the various personal reminiscences about country estates. One of the

more engaging examples

of this rype is "S(ayback," by Susannah

J.

in the Independent.6 The family involved in this arricle
had a two-year-old child afflicted with whooping cough. The doctor's
prescription that she must live outdoors seemed'hardly feasible in their
New England manufacturing town, beclouded as it was with black smoke
Keeney, published

from a dozen industrial chimneys. So, for a be$inning, the family went on
picnics at regular intervals, but the logistics involved (stove, ice, kettles,
hammocks, raincoats, and the rest) soon turned these outings into drudgery. Luckily, on one such picnic the family discovered an abandoned and
dilapidated shack at the edge of a lake. The mother immediately saw it as
the answer to the family's needs. The father sought out the owner and
made him a satisfactory purchase offer. The parents then rolled up their
sleeves and went to work. The roof was raised, the stairs rebuilt, small
rooms were made into large ones, and additional windows were framed in.
New wallpaper was hung, floors and fireplaces were scrubbed, and new
cupboards were installed. Finally, a broad veranda, screened with wire
netting, was built around three sides. The family moved in.
The new homestead was a joy from the beginning. Lying in their beds
at night the family was lulled by the lapping waves on the shore, by the
solo of the whippoorwill, the serenade of the hylas and katydids, and the
bass

obbligato of the frogs. During the day the children knew absolute

freedom ofspace ("perhaps the greatest advantage" oflife there), grew wise

in the secrets of nature, maintained a variety of pets in their

spacious
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domain, and "grew strong and straight and fearless." rVhat is more, all
this had been gained at minimal expense. The cost of buying, repairing,
and maintaining the country retreat was small in comparison to periodic
trips to health resorts. There was also the saving in clothing. At
"N7ayback" the mother could shop in the attic "instead oflaying in a stack
of fashionable garments. " And with the extension of the trolley line to the
far end of the lake, the father no longer had the expense of driving the
family car to work every day.
Articles relating to the hobby-farmer or country-gentleman aspect of
the back-to-the-land movement spanned the spectrum of popular periodicals. Yet, the contemporary student who desires an in-depth immersion
into that genre need go no further than one magazine- Its entire format
was devoted to that subiect alone. Beautifully done on 10-by-14-inch
glossy paper and loaded with high-quality photographs, the magazine was
appropriately titled Coantry Life in Arnerica: A Magazine for the Honze-maker
in the Coantry. It was published by Doubleday, Page & Company on a

monthly basis from the beginning of the century until 1910, then on a
semimonthly basis until 1912, then again monthly until 1942. Significantly, \Talter Hines Page, a member of Theodore Roosevelt's Commission on Country Life, was co-owner of'the company; L. H. Bailey, chairman of that commission, was one of the magazine's earliest editors.

In the March l, 1911, issue of Country Life in America, the

editors

referred to a letter recently received from Mr. F. D. Coburn, secretary of
the Kansas Board of Agriculture, in which the writer insisted that there
was no back-to-the-land movement. The editors admitted to being startled over this information since they "had been hearing a lot" about such a
movement. So they investigated, concluding:

Oh, there's a back-to-the-land movement, all right. In fact, it is amounting almost to an epidemic in some places, and the time has already
come for a word of restraint. Mr. Coburn ridicules the city man's farm
dream, and often it is ridiculous. But the city man has this dream, and
we may as well recognize it and do what we can for the poor chap.7
Therefore, continued the editors, a special edition of their magazinethe next issue-would be devoted to that end. It promised to be an
optimistic and inspiring issue, one reflecting enthusiasm for the movement and encouragement to the city man hoping to make the move. Still,
it was to be thoroughly conservative, painting no rainbows; it would
simply point out the best chances for achieving

success on

the farm.
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Of special significance is the issue of March 15,1911, which featured
such articles as "The Landward Movement" (by none other than L. H.
Bailey), "Could I Succeed on a Farm?," "The Philosophy of the Soil," "A
Five-Acre Model Farm," and "Cutting Loose From the City." Not entirely
in keeping with the pledge of the editors but consistent with the established format of the magazine, each of these articles was oriented toward
the aspiring gentleman farmer-the city man who hoped to buy a few
in the country, create a country estate, plant a vegetable garden and a
small orchard, and keep a dozen head of livestock.
Bailey, in his "The Landward Movement," remained true to the basic

acres

tenets of the country-life movement. One need not read further than the
first three paragraphs to recall the essence of his familiar message:
Two movements are now much in evidence-the country-life movement, and the back-to-the-iand movement. They are not only distinct,
but in many ways antagonistic. The country-life movement is the effort
to make the real farming regions as progressive and as effective in a
social and economic way as are the cities and towns. The movement is
thoroughly sound, because any effort to increase the efficiency to an
existing civilization is sound.
The back-to-the-land movement of the towns is lhe effort to place
city people and towns-people in farms. It is in part an effort to relieve
city congestion, in part the expression of the de'sire of city people to
escape, in part an effort of real estate people to sell land. For the most
part, the movement is unsound as a corrective of city ills.8

Denouncing the "fashion of periodical literature just now to exploit and
pictorialize the farming business," Bailey reiterated his belief thar people
desiring to flee the city should content themselves with hobby farmscountry estates from which they could commute to their established place
of employment in the city. If they did not have the financial means for
that, or found the idea unsatisfactory for any other reason, they should
consider the possibility of moving to the country in the capacity of a
technician, assuming of course that they were professionally qualified.
Rural America was in desperate need of more ministers, doctors, teachers,
lawyers, recreational advisers, marketing experts, home economists, and
many other professionals. If that were not a viable or attractive alternative
to the disenchanted city dweller, if he were still determined to become his
own proprietor on his own commercial fatm, then his only logical course
of action was to spend as much time and money as necessary, before
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moving, to gain a complete education in agriculture. This must include
some practical farm experience as well as college courses.

The message of A. P. Hitchcock in "Could I Succeed on a Farm?" was
very close to Bailey's. To the businessman who asked that question,
Hitchcock would answer with a similar question: Could I, as a farmer,
succeed in your business? Farming had become a highly technical and
complex vocation, was his point, and one would court disaster by jumping
into it without the requisite knowledge and skills. Hitchcock's advice was
that a city dweller should nor leave his present job in favor of commercial
farming. True, he himself had done just that rwenry years ago, but he
would not wish on anyone the frustrations and discouragement he had
experienced during his early years on the farm. Only after he had begun to
concentrate on truck farming had his income risen above the subsistence
level. The urbanite who was determined ro rerurn to the soil and could
afford a small place should find suitable challenge and satisfaction on a
hobby farm.

"The Philosophy of the Soil," by David Grayson, was a paean to the
natural beauty of farm life and the magnificence of farm work, obviously
oriented toward the genrleman farmer. ("somewhere on every farm, along
books.")
Grayson's basic thesis, famlliar ro the serious student of this genre of
literature,e is that the city is not mari's natural habitat and life rhere will
cause him to atrophy. The great tragedy is rhat most city dwellers either
do not recognize their atrophy or else lack rhe courage to do something
about it:

with the other implemenrs, there shoild be a row of good

Men and women there are-the pity of

it-who,

eating plentifully,

have never themselves taken a mouthful from the earth. They have never
known a moment's real life of rheir
. They take nathing at first

own.

hand. They gather the odor of odors, not the odor itself; they do not
hear, they overhear. A poor, sad, second-rate existencel Bring out your
social remedies! They will fail, they will fail, every one, until each man
has his feet somewhere upon the soil!'0

The city worships standardization, insisted Grayson, while the counrry
encourages diversification. City life demands manual training, but country
life develops initiative, industry, discipline, and a variety of skills. Only in
the country canaladexperience natural and complete development.

For some time, "Cutting Loose from the City" was a regular serial in
Country Life in America. One such piece, by William B. Hunter, was
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subtitled "How Cooperation Helped Four City Business Men and Their
Families to Establish Ideal Country Homes in Georgia, and to Develop a
Peach Orchard that \fill Eventually Yield Them All a Permanent and
Generous Income."l1 $7ith the assurance that all these serials were true
accounts, the editors introduced them as personal histories ofpeople having "the courage to break away from life in the city and start anew in the
country. "
The gentleman-farmer aspect of the back-to-the-land literature followed a basic pattern. Generally, these articles began with a look at the
decision of the man to leave his residence in the city for one in the country.
It was never an easy decision; the individual was certain to be plagued

with doubts and anxieties. The unmistakable message was that the timid

it. Most articles then devoted a good deal of space to describing the renovation of the old farmstead. Father, mother, and children put
on their old clothes, grabbed hammers, nails, rakes, shovels, brooms, and
paintbrushes, and went to work. They developed blisters on their hands
and they knew the discomfort of sore muscles, but they reveled in the
spirit and delight ofbeing creative and productive, ofwatching the dilapidated house and outbuildings turn into their own genuine country estate.
Emphasis was also placed on the freedom enjoyedby the children in their
spacious realm and the new vistas open to them for education under
nature's tutelage. They and their parents invariably became healthier and
stronger in this salubrious environment. Much stress was also placed on
the economics of living in the country. There was not only the great
savings involved in producing one's own vegerables, fruit, and meat and
dairy products, but there was also the added economy of lower housing
expenses, fewer doctor bills, and less expensive clothing.
never made

These articles nearly always contained elaborate descriptions of the joys

experienced by the family in coaxing life from the soil. It was at once
challenging, educational, and exciting. It prompted the proprietor to rise
at 4:00 A.M. in order to work in his garden a few hours before having to
leave for his job in the city, and it was the greatest source of his pleasure
upon returning in the evening. He knew for the Iirst time the exhiiaration
of being a producer. Finally, all these articles reflected contempt for the
city. Cities were noisy, rapacious, crowded, impersonal, and expensiveeverything the country was not. They restricted privacy, befouled the air,
stifled creativity, and forced conformity to the standards of the masses.
Many of the themes expressed in reference to gentlemen farmers were
also prevalent

in the various articles on new commercial farmers-oniy
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expressed more forcefully. Especially conspicuous were the themes of physi-

cal therapy, monetary reward, freedom, adventure, and the opportunity
for creativity and initiative. Typical in terms of both style and content is
"Back to the Farm on Fifty Dollars: An Autobiography," which appeared
in a 1913 issue of Sunsel. 12 Unlikely as it may seem in view of the title and
the first-person construction of the article, the author's identity is not
disclosed. Indeed, its very authenticity is suspect.
"Back to the Farm on Fifty Dollars" was recounted by a man whose
business in St. Louis had collapsed. Extricating himself with nothing
more than a knapsack of clothing, fifty dollars in cash, a case of tuberculosis, and a determination to own his own farm, he left Missouri for the
Sacramento Valley. During his first week in California he met only discouragement. His two contacts there, including a brother, refused to assist
him; his money gave out and he began to experience hunger. Then his
luck changed. Near the small town of Gridley he found the opportunity he
had hoped for: leasing fifteen acres of farm land on a half-crop basis and
purchasing an additional five acres at $150 per acre with the first payment
deferred for five years. The owner of these twenty acres agreed to loan his
tenant money for lumber, tools, and equipment if he, in return, would
level the fifteen acres suitable for irrilation and plant part of it in alfalfa,
part of it in orchard. The agreement was struck and recorded in a wrirren
contract. "This gave me a chanc"e, a fighting chance, and that was all I
asked," the anonymous author crowed.ll
The narrator went on to describe how he built a two-room house, a
stable, two chicken coops, and a storage shed. This, and the digging ofa
well, he did with his own hands. He then borrowed money to buy a team
of horses, a vaiety of implements, and household furnishings. In a section
of his reminiscences subtitled "The Beauty of Being in Debt," he listed his
various expenses, including the purchase price of the five acres, as two
thousand dollars. He was not worried about the resources required to
liquidate the debt. His land was producing nine tons of alfalfa pet acre,
and alfalfa would bring ten dollars per ton. His garden produced vegetables in abundance, especially tomatoes and melons which "pay big profits." Then there were the chickens. In California, chickens lay eggs year
round, and eggs "command a good price." Further, he had no difficulty
finding contract employment with his team of horses, and the wages were

good-four dollars for a nine-hour day.
year after leaving St. Louis the author had cause to rejoice. He had
his own farm and was making it pay. He had known the joy of meeting a

A
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challenge and the pride of achievement. "My garden is the finest in the
I am especially proud of my orchard." He had expericountry, and .
enced the moral rejuvenation ofbeing successful and the physical rejuvenation of hard work in the open air. It would be a calloused reader who did
not feel a twinge of envy upon reading the concluding remarks:

I have succeeded in making it back to the farm with fifty dollars.
The uncertain period is past. The foundation is now laid. I control the
situation. From now on my little ranch will produce enough to keep me
in comfort, furnish funds for further development and also pay for itself.
Best of all, I am today a strong heaithy man doing each day as much
work on my ranch as any of my neighbors does on his, and if I did not
fear that some of them might see this story I would say that I think I
am doing a little more. It would be a brave doctor, indeed, who would
risk saying that I have tuberculosis now.11
Several ofthese themes, particularly those ofcreativity, adventure, and

achievement, were reflected in a 1910 lYorlcl's Work ardcLe.l5
Typical of much of the back-to-the-land literature, this article will strike
most modern readers as implausible. "The Farm Boy \7ho li/ent Back," is
Johnny $(/ortman's story. Johnny grew up on the faim and he hated it. He
hated the long working day, the nature of the work, and the barren social
outlets of rural life. He hated the poverty and rhe cruel tricks that nature
played on farmers. Immediately after his mother's death, Johnny left the
farm. For the next several years he bounced from place to place and job to
job in search ofchalienge and reward. Roustabout, dishwasher, secretary,
hod carrier-Johnny was each of these and more. To New York, Salt Lake
City, Portland, even Brazrl, the young man went. He knew hunger, cold,
physical abuse, and despair. The little money he had managed to accumulate vanished overnight in an ill-advised speculative scheme. \7ith that,
his health failed. Tuberculosis, said the doctors.
Johnny, out of alternatives, returned to the farm. But with him he took
a certain conviction garnered from his recent experiences: brains and toil
could produce incredible results. Suddenly intoxicated with this idea, he
approached farming with a determination to master all its secrets. He
started with geese. Relentlessly and voraciously he studied geese. He
studied them in pamphlets and he studied them in actuality. Soon he
knew the various species by nomenclature, by disposition, by fertility and
growth rates. From that point it was a short step to the development of a
new type of feed ("a judicious mixture of grass, grain, roots, cabbage, beef

pride

in
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scrap and pure water") which cut the length of the fattening period br'2i
percent. From geeseJohnny turned to corn. The results s'ere again exrraordinary. Patiently, scientifically, tenderly, he experimented s'ith ne\l-\\'a\-s

to produce corn. Through detasseling, hand pollination, careful grading,
and storage under controlled conditions of temperature and humidity, he
was able to produce a superiof quality of seed corn which had neighboring
farmers "coming a-running" to see for themselves. From corn his attention
turned to installing rile pipe to draw excess warer from clay soils. Again
the results were litrle short of revolutionary. Everything young Johnny
touched seemed ro rurn to gold. obviously, there was much more than a
dollars-and-cenrs consideration to Johnny's commitment. For what it may
be worth, however, he was making as much money from his forty acres as
others were from six times that many'
In reference to commercial farmers, the matter of monetary reward was
treared in a variety of ways. A few articles suggested that with a bit of
pluck and luck there was virtually no limit ro rhe money the commercial
farmer could make. others suggested thar farmers should reconcile themselves to a life of relatively low income but that they could expect to feap a
rich harvest of intangible rewards. Still others, perhaps amaioity, struck
a middle view by arguing that while far?ning was nor the sure road to
wealth it was a business from which one could expect to make a comfortable

living.

Typical of the latter view is a 19I0 collier's africle, "Unreckoned values
in country Living."to According to this article rhe aspiring farmer need
not be particularly concerned about the low income level commonly associated with the agrarian sector of American society. Per capita income
repofrs were misleading when applied to farmers because they revealed
nothing about the "unreckoned values" of life on a farm. In other words,
living expenses wefe much lower in rural areas. Through a highly questionable series of arithmetical calculations the author (unnamed) arrived at the
conclusion that "compared with the dweller in town, the farmer lives

almost rent free." lVhere a city man may have to pay as high as six
hundred dollars for a flat, a farmer could live in a twelve-room house at an
annual expense of a hundred dollars. Perhaps even more significant was
\With little effort he could
the savings in groceries available to the farmer.
produce a wide variety of garden and dairy products. Again, through the
application of suspect marhemarics, the author concluded that a farm
family of 6ve could produce all its required vegetables, fruit, eggs, dairy
products, and meat for a total of $335 '92 per year'
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That was not all. Urban society seemed to demand that a family be
dressed fashionably and expensively. Never was clothing to show signs of
wear or age if one were solicitous of societal approval. On the other hand,
country people could be sensible about such matters, could purchase
clothing with an eye for durability rather than fashion, and could, without
embarrassment, wear this clothing until its only logical inheritor was the
ubiquitous scarecrow. Still another unreckoned value inherent in farm life
was that of nominal medical expenses. Admittedly, this was not easy to
calculate, but it was certain that urbanites were spending millions of
dollars annually on vacations to the open country for the purpose of
regaining their flagging health. It would be easy, continued the article, to
find many cases similar to the professional man whose family medical bills
ran as high as two hundred dollars per year in the city but dropped to two
dollars during their first year on the farm. Half of that expense went for
the treatment of a cut finger, the other half for a prescription to treat a

trifling cold.
Co//ier's also had an answer for the city dweller who desired to remove to

the farm but hesicated for want offarm experience. From a 1913 article
one would get the impression that every farm district was as'*'arm with
agricultural experts whose sole purpose was to advis*e individual farmers on
the latest scientific and ef{iciency techniques. 17 Many of them were retained by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, many others by state
agricultural departments, some by state colleges, and some by countres.
They were an amazing group of men-abiding, devoted, energetic, and
very expert. Such an advisor was ProfessorJohn S. Collier of the University

oflllinois.
In the course of a day's work

he

will

address two or three gatherings

in villages or at country schoolhouses and visit half a dozen or more
farms. One hour he will be talking about the advantages of deep plowing with one farmer, and the next he will be inspecting the poultry yard
of another. He may stop at a barnyard and show a milkmaid the best
method of draining a cow's udder, or climb over an orchard fence and
tell a fruit grower how to keep his trees healthy. Frequently he is called
upon to size up a blooded horse or give his opinion on a newly imported
bull.r8

The back-to-the-land urge was even compelling enough to lure clergymen from their calling. Such was the case with the Reverend William
Justin Harsha, whose account was published in the Outloctk.l') At age frfty,
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Harsha had entered a critical phase of his emotional development. He had
become increasingly distraught by a nagging suspicion that as a clergyman
he had grown "stale." After lengthy soul-searching he concluded that
"since a minister is, like all men, a son of mother earth," a return to the

soil was the logical and most likely source of rejuvenation. With that he
and his tubercular son each filed homestead entries in a sage-covered bowl
near Middle Park, Colorado.
Harsha's narrative of his early homesteading experience is typical of
most such accounts. It is a story of initial discouragement (the gophers
destroyed the first year's grain harvest), of greenhorn mistakes (using
green iogs instead ofdry ones in the construction ofthe cabins), and ofthe
usual frustration in learning to work with livestock. It does offer an
intriguing glimpse into homesteader-cowboy relations, however. At first
the cowboys viewed the Harshas as curiosities, as strange people attempting the impossible because they lacked the sense to know better' But when
it became plain that the homesteaders were determined to stay, the cowmen launched a short but spiteful program of harassment which included
shooting the Harshas' pets, stealing their calves, and stampeding their
colts.

But the Harshas persevered and tame to enjoy a modest prosperity.
\Tirhin a few years they had 640 acres under cultivation and lived in an
eight-room house. They develop6d mechanical skills, in which they took
inordinate pride, grew tan and healthy, experienced the joy of a sound
night's sleep, and discovered the pleasure of breakfast. The results were
naturally positive, both physically and spiritually. "I am ten years younger
than I was a dozen years ago," asserted the elder Harsha. But that was the
least of it. Having repaired "to the desert for a time of meditation," he,
too, had learned to know and value life. He had, in short, found the
emotional rejuvenation he needed. He had no regrets about having abandoned the cloth. "I am content and thankful that I took Uncle Sam at his
word and hit the trail to the brush," he concluded, "for my inner manhood

to its best."2o
Another clergyman to abandon the cloth in favor of the soil was Arthur
Markley Judy. His reminiscences, published tn a l9l5 issue of Atlantic
Monthly,2t adumbrate the central theme of Harsha's account and in fact
meld togethef many of the views on farm life. They also reflect a thorough
familiarity with the writings of L. H. Bailey.
For twenty-five years following his ordination, Judy had served as
minister of a large midwestern city church. During that time he had
has come
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enjoyed a wide range of professional and social experiences bearing on his
cultural development. He had also worked diligently at the physical side

of his development, conscientiously devoting time to golfing, rowing,
walking, and playing tennis. The same may be said of his intellectual life.
As a minister he had taught classes, promoted lectures of various types,
and had developed a fine personal library. He felt confidenc that he had
enjoyed most of "the best that the associations of a city can yield. "
Soon after leaving the ciry for the farm, however, Reverend Judy came
ro discover that his total development had barely begun in the city. Seven
years of "hard knocks" on the farm clearly constituted the better part ofhis
education when compared with his seven years in the academic community. His farm experience had resulted in "the development of manhood .
as amazing as it was unexpected. "
Perhaps the most pleasant discovery to Judy, the one in which he
seemed to take the greatest pride, was that the rigors of farm work had
given him hardiness. lVithin a short time after his removal to the farm he
viewed his former physical fitness program as "laughable." But of a much
higher qualitative order than hardiness, according toJudy, was the moral
courage which farming developed in a man. The farmer is a man who
dares. He dares to control the face of a planet. He?ares to defy the caprices
of weather. He dares to war against insects, bacteria, and churlish soil. In
short, he dares to lose, and because of this he can know the magnilicence
of victory (success) in a way unimaginable to the clerk, the mechanic, or

the professional.

Compassion, continued the narrator, is another virtue bred of farm
experience. The farmer's livelihood is intimately linked co his draft animals and other livestock. He worries his mind and exerts his body in their
behalf. From this experience the farmer is likely co deveiop an even greater
compassion for his fellow human beings, and human fellowship is the rock
to which true democracy is anchored. Similarly, farming teaches reverence
for nature and expands one's capacity for the appreciation of beauty.
\Whether it is in the gracefulness of a colt or the color of a wheat field
before harvest, the message is the same and the sensation is never lost to
the man who deals with nature for a living. According to Judy:

Nine tenths of all the men in the city with whom I have spoken
about the farm have expressed an eager desire to be farmers. It is, I
think, reaily not that they wish to be farmers-to do the business and
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produce the fruits of the farm, for of that they know not whereof they
speak; but it is that they hear the call of their elemental being, they feel
the hunger of manhood for its first h6ms-ghs vast oPen, the gleam of
the untainted sky, the odors of the sod, the turmoii and conflict of the
body with things, the thrilling reveiations which the rough tutelage of
nature forces on the expanding soul. Lacking these, they are dimly conscious that the best in life is lacking.22

Not only in terms of style but in content

as

well, Judy's article rePre-

sents a level of sophistication fare among the back-to-the-land writers. He

recognized, for example, that there were many farmers in the nation who
were not "earning wages." Further, he insisted that the many virtues he
had associated with farming would not develop automatically. Indeed,
"one finds on the farm a large proportion of men and women of exceptionally poor character." By neither ignoring these facts nor attemPting to
gloss over them, the author stepped beyond the mainscream'
But to the Iowa farmer who only made $ 164 profrt last year or to the
Illinois farmer who could not raise the money to buy phosphate fertilizer,
the Reverend Judy could promise that if they were progressive people they
would reap a harvest of intangibles vastly exceeding anything they could
find in the city, that the glory of life lay not in spending but in producing.
To the city dweller contemplating a'fnove to the farm he could say, do not

in the assurance of finding success on the farm, and,
not
leave the city for the farm without having done your
all,
do
above
homework. But if possessed with character, genuine motivation, and the
flee failure there

appropriate technical education, anyone could become a farmer and know
the exhilaration of complete personal development.
Particularly revealing of the length to which the back-to-the-land movement extended was the large number of articles reflecting the theme of
"lady homesteader makes good." Here, as in all other aspects of the
movement, there were greater and lesser degrees of sophistication. Among
the more extreme examples of this genre is an article by Mabel Lewis
Stuart that appeared in a 19l3 issue of the Independent under the title "The

Lady Honyocker: How Girls Take Up Claims and Make Their Own
Homes on the Pl, ;i:ie."21 Asserting that "the west needs forming as much
as rhe city needs reforming," the article stresses the opportunities for
humanitarian service awaiting the lady homesteader in the vast stretches of
Montana, \Wyoming, and the western Dakotas. Instances are portrayed of
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indomitable feminists scampering "over cactus and sage brush and thru
deep draws" to participate in temperance meetings, teach school, nurse
the sick, direct the church choir, or even to speak from the pulpit.
Of special significance is the fact that the article makes no mention of
the physical aspects of farming. How one was to make a living is not clear,
but apparently the task is neither arduous nor time-consuming.
Varying interests claim the time and attention of the homestead girl.
The musician practices three hours a day on her piano, does her homework, drills the choir, tends her poultry and garden and has some time
left for her favorite pastime of target shooting. Household duties are
more or less exacting on the claim, and girls who come out with the
idea that life will be one long holiday are surprised to find how busy
they are. If one is to live and if the frequent visitors (one girl counted
fifteen in one week) are to be properiy fed, bread must be made, the
cookie jar kept filled, and other important details attended to. Before
the cooking can be done there is also wood to be chopped from the huge
pile before the door-it is possible for a girl to become a very good
woodchopper.2a

Also significant about this article is its suggestlJ., that feminine homesteading was the fashionable thing to do. Claiming that the courage and
independence of the lady homesteader had already won for her the applause of modern chivalry, the article even includes a ballad written by

Arthur Chapman in her honor.
Of the same strain is a Col/ier's article by Mary Isabel Brush, "\fomen
on the Prairies: Pioneers \7ho $fin Independence and Freedom in Their
One-Room Homes." As the subtitle suggests, this article portrays homesteading as an avenue of escape from the societal strictures faced by the
American woman.
As for going back to that life of dependence-she drew herself to
every inch of her four foot nine-she shouid not think of it. Her father
tried to dictate to her whom she should marry, and what was more
important, whom she should not. And she considered that was something to be decided in one's own heart. Besides, it was always that same
sort of dependence; that giving way to her father, her brothers, to the
deacons in the church, to the directors of the schooll Ugh! She loathed
itl She wished to be free-free! And she loved farming. She was never
going to sell her claim. She liked to get out in the lields and work!2t

tt
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The suggestion is strong that women homesteaders must be prepared to
face physical labor, but no menrion is made of the toll that farm $'ork
exacrs

from the feminine physique. On the contrary, such activitf

is

pictured as being of cosmetic value. The "grass widow" who recurns home
her old friends wirh her renascent beautyfor a visit is certain to
^maze
"so sunburned, and the little lines from around her mouth and eyes are all
gonel" After she has ridden her dedicated little mustang to cheyenne for
the Frontier Day celebrarion, she "swings freely out of the saddle, fresh
and eager for the acrivities of the day. Her hands are as brown as the
leather wristlets she wears, and the flame color

beside the scarlet

in her face does not pale

of her silk handkerchief, drawn loosely around

her

neck. "26

Typical of this genre, "'ilroman on rhe Prairies" conveys the message
that homesteading is the popular thing for women to do. \ridows, divorcees, rhe unbetrothed, stenographers, and society ladies-virtually everyone, it would appear-were moving west to take up a claim'
More plausible is an accounr offered in the ouerland Monthly of January

Lg16.ln this article

a woman schoolteacher recounted her experience as a

dry-farm homesteader near Ft. Benron, Montana. "I felt that I had every
qualification for farming that a manhas excepr the brute strength," reasoned this feminist homesteader, "and I afgued that that was the cheapest
commodity to hire."27 Even at that she would never have dared undertake
"Uncle Sam" that she
the venture had she not enjoyed the assurance from
could concinue in her salaried teaching position while proving up the
claim. For additional moral support she entered into a working Partner-

ship with her brother (a successful homesteader) and anothef woman
teacher.

Their first house was constructed ofrwo railroad boxcars, purchased at a
cost of $1 10 each. Fortunately, they located adjacent to a railroad and, by
baking lemon pies for the trainmen, were able to keep themselves supplied

with

ice and coal

during the 6rst summer.

Returning to school in rhe fall, the teachers hired a man to break forty
acres. The next spring rhey had it planred in flax which yielded seven
bushels per acre for a gross profit of a hundred dollars. using their
teaching salaries for capital they also renovated their dwelling and dug a
well-for a combined total of $250. That spring they planted a garden
that produced an abundance of fresh vegetables, and by the end of summer
they had arranged to break another forty acres.
The teacher-homesteader offered some intriguing dollars-and-cents
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data in her reminiscences. By the end of five years she had poured nearly
three thousand dollars inro rhe venture. In rurn rhe homestead had produced approximately seven hundred dollars as a gross profit, and of that

amount four hundred dollars had been disbursed for hired heip. Besides
having spent five hundred dollars per year of her teaching salary on the
farm, she had also found it necessary to borrow anorher five hundred.
Ostensibly, these figures would have discouraged the most derermined
land seeker. But there was the other side of the ledger which the author
also shared. By the time her entry was carried ro parent the farm was
valued at thirty dollars per acre. Even the more sluggish arithmeticians
among her readers could have determined that for a 320-acre homestead
this represented a total value of$9,600, or a 300 percenr appreciarion in a
five-year period. Further, the entire farm was fenced, and over half of it
was planted in wheat, oats, and alfalfa with a promise of heavy yields. In
addition, the homesteader owned several fine horses, rwo cows, several
dozen chickens, a coop, cellar, wagon, carriage, harnesses, and other
implements.
The article closes with a word of guardedly optimistic advice:
The farms that Uncle Sam has to give away need very careful management in order to make them into paying propositions. They are merely
opportunities, not certainties. I advise most teachers to stick ro their
jobs. Those who have a longing for the simple liie can buy a few weeks
ofthat kind, which consists ofpicking flowers and eating vegetables
fresh from the garden, but for those who have the real farm hunger,
there is a way'back to rhe land.'As for myself, I know of no other way
by which, in five years' time, I could have acquired such riotous health,
secured such valuable properry, experienced so much joy in living, and
infused so much hope and buoyancy into life, and no other way to
provide such cheering prospecrs for my old age.28

Using a different approach to tell a similar story is a serial of letters
from a woman homesteader appearing in six issues of Atlantic Monthly
from October 1973 to April 1914. According ro rhe editor's introduccion,
the letters were genuine, wrirren to a friend without thought of publication. They were wrirren by a widoN', Elinore Rupert, who accepted employment as a housekeeper for a Scotrish carrleman in $7yoming. (She
later married him and took the name Srewart.) Her intent was ro use rhe
job as a means of subsistence for herself and her two-year-old daughter
while establishing her own homestead. The published letrers-several
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in all-tell a wonderfully entertaining story full of romance, humor, and adventure.29
In contrast to the theme of joy and success reflected in Mrs. Stewarr's
letters is that of discouragement and anxiety expressed by Anna W. Case
in her letters to the family, printed inOaerland Monthly in 1918.30 This
series lies somewhat beyond the "woman homesteader" theme-Mrs. Case
was in the company of her husband-and extends beyond the chronological range of the Progressive Era. It is mentioned here, however, for what it
discloses about the intensity of the back-to-the-land commitment despite
the physical rigors and emotional trauma involved in the search for a
dozen

homestead.

The Cases' search for a homestead took place not in the western United
States but in Canada. They traveled by train for the most part but had to
resort to horseback and stage to reach prospective homestead sites. They
and their three children were constantly tired and often sick. Further, each
site they visited seemed less promising than the previous one. From Pouce
Coup6, British Columbia, Mrs. Case wrote that the water was fatally
alkaline, a noxious weed jeopardized livestock, the southern region of the
province was subject to drought, the northern region produced early and
late killing frosts, and the central regioniwas notorious for devastating
hailstorms.
After several weeks of fruitless searcking, the Cases returned to Edmonton, Alberta, deeply discouraged. Of this dilemma, apparently shared by
hundreds of others, she wrote her sister-in-law:

\(e are almost ten years too late to get a desirable homestead, and it
is too bad so many people keep coming here for this purpose, only to be
disappointed. Every day they are coming-from rVashington, Arizona,
Kansas, Ontario, Norway, etc. The Immigration Hall where we were
staying became crowded for rooms, and as our seven-day allowance was
passed, we felt like an immigrant, for at the Immigration Hall we all
found ourselves in the same boat, whether American or Norweg.ian.rr

\Tithin a month, however, the Cases had decided not to

spend the

winter in Edmonton but to move to Vancouver Island. There they hoped
to buy a ten- or twenty-acre tract and turn to the production of loganberries. With much of the western United States and Canada having gone
"dry," Mrs. Case foresaw an increased demand for fruit juices. Already,
she observed, loganberry juice was wholesaling for fifty cents a quart.
By the end ofthe second serial, then, the Cases had abandoned the hope

t8
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of homesteading and were heading further west to make their fortune on a
loganberry farm. Mrs. Case closed her letter with the conviction that no
one who had shared her experiences would ever try to locate a homestead.
Interestingly enough, however, she also reaffirmed her determination to
remain away from the eastern United States forever. "If we had $ 10,000, "
she informed her sister, "I do not think we would go any further east than
southern California. "
Somewhere in nearly every basic textbook on American history, the
student is advised that with the Gilded Age, rural Americans started
moving ro rhe ciries in significant numbers, that this trend accelerated to
the point that by l92O the population of the United States was predominantly urban, and that the swing from rural to urban America has continued to the present day. $fhat these texts seldom mention is that this
demographic shift did not proceed on a one-way street. There was a heavy

flow of population in both directions-from the country to the city and
from the city to the country-during the first three decades of the twencieth century. On balance, more people flowed into the cities than out of
them, but beginning in the first decade of the century, and rolling inro
the second under a full head of steam, was a collective passion-indeed, an

emotional contagion-among many urban Americins: to gain ownership
of their own tract of farmland. This was the back-to-the-land movement,
and a very sizeable movement

it

was.

The back-to-the-land movement gave birth to a new genre of literature,
one that had the effect of further reinforcing the demography of the
movemeot. As expressed in the popular magazines of the day, this literature has been surveyed for what it discloses about the movement, for the
insights it may offer regarding the motivations, aspirations, and assump-

tions impelling the movement forward. \Thether the principal was

a

gentleman farmer searching for a few acres just outside the city, a commercial farmer who hoped to make a living from the soil, or an unattached
woman seeking independence on her own homestead, the literature reflects certain basic and recurring themes. Generally, these themes are
expressed with little sophistication and little variety. They are expressed
straightforwardly, even bluntly. Like the movement itself, there is nothing subtle about its literature.
One of the most persistent themes of the back-to-the-land literature is
that country life is salubrious. It makes sick people healthy, weak people
strong, old people young, and young people mature. Life in the country
cures tuberculosis, whooping cough, anemia, and a variety of other physi-
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cal maladies. It revitalizes one's appetite but keeps him lean. It promotes
longer and sounder sleep at night which increases a person's productivity
during his waking hours. It sharpens a person's physical senses. Odors,
flavors, sounds, and sights are suddenly startling in their intensity. Life
becomes a first-hand experience. Similarly, working with nature opens
entirely new vistas for aesthetic appreciation and lends an extra dimension
to the wonders of creation. It teaches one humility and compassion.
Life on the soil also opens new channels for creativity. One becomes his
own architect, carpenter, and master painter. He can know for the first
time the incomparable joy of producing life from the soil with his own
hands. He can, if he wishes, become a scientist and experiment in the
production of new varieties of crops. He can take pride and satisfaction in
genuine achievement. He is certain to expand his problem-solving ability
and to learn patience and discipline.
To live in the country is to live free. Particularly is this so with the
unattached woman. Unburdened by outmoded societal norms and unreasonable family strictures, she is free to express herself as her own individual. But in the country, freedom is also the luxury of the man, his wife,
and their children. It is freedom from the counterfeit standards ofthe city,
freedom to romp, freedom to be onesell
A plot of land is also money. It is money in the production of crops and
livestock. It is money in the formbf reduced living expenses. Savings in
groceries, housing, clothing, recreation, and doctor bills makes one country dollar worth two city dollars. A person need not be greatly concerned

about going into debt to start a farm. Sufficient money will soon be
produced from the soil to repay the loan. There are experts out there to

it can be done.
Little wonder, given these promises, thar large numbers of urbanites
sold their city residences and moved to the country. Little wonder that
president and Congress came under increasing pressure to accommodate
show the newcomer how

them. An elected official could hardly afford to ignore such a broad social
undercurrent. Not surprisingly, during the administration of Taft and
\Wilson there was much talk in rVashington about a new homestead law.

FOLR

CHAPTER

The Politics of the
Stock Raising Homestead Act

The Scock Raising Homestead Act of 1916 provided for homesteads of
64O acres of nonirrigable lands that contained no merchantable timber and
were valuable primarily for grazing and the production of forage crops'
Mineral and coal rights were reserved by the Sovernment' as were watering places and related access ways. Cultivation was not expected, but as a
precaution against speculation the act required improvements of $ 1.21 per
acre to be placed on the entry before a pntent could be obtained' At least
half of such improvements had to be completed within three years of

entry. Commutation was prohibited. Authority for designating which
lands were to be open for entry was placed within the Department of the
Interior, with the act specifying that designation to be limited to that
class of land of which 640 acres were "reasonably required" to support a
family.l Clearly the act was restricted in its geographical applicability to
wesrefn porrions of the United States, particularly the Rocky Mountain
and Great Basin regions.

The bill providing for grazing homesteads was drafted, publicized, and
introduced by Congressman Harvey B. Fergusson of New Mexico. A
reading of the congressional hearings on the bill confirms Professor Gates's
observation that Fergusson's commitment to the bill was more passionate
than rational. Fergusson, for example, can be criticized for his intransigent opposition to any scheme of land classilication, for his failure to grasp
the necessity of water to service the homesteads he was campaigning for,
and for the naivet6 of his optimism regarding the productive capabilities
of the semiarid public lands.2 Given the popularity of the back-to-theland movement in America at that time, however, Fergusson's limited
vision during the hearing is nor surprising. Few people, congressmen or

orherwise, seemed willing to look at land ownership introspectively during that period. Repeatedly, Fergusson advised the committee that his
consriruency was howling for this piece of legislation. As a sample of the
correspondence he had received from the voters back home, he introduced
61
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a hundred letters and some seventy petitions urging

immediate passage of the bill.3 The number of signatures on the petitions
varied from seven "citizens of Curry County" to 1,600 "citizens of Union
County. " Signatures numbering in the sixties and seventies were common.
The various letters and petitions received by Fergusson from his fellow
New Mexicans show little similarity to the popular rhetoric on land
ownership discussed in the previous chapter. These messages made no
reference to the magic healing powers of life on the soil, no testimonials to
the opportunity for creativity on the farrn, no paeans to the cult of Apollo
and Artemis. They were much more visceral than that. The vast majority
of these communiques were written by (or from the standpoint of) New
Mexican farmers and stockmen, many of whom were original homesteaders. It is not entirely clear whether Fergusson deliberately chose to emphasize that viewpoint, but the consensus within those letters and petitions is

clear. Typical of most is the following, written by

R. G. Bryant of

Portales:

I

was very glad to read that you had introduced a bill enlarging the
homestead entry to 640 acres; it is what this country needs to bring it
to the front; our people can not run enough stock on a half section to do
much good, but with a full section you will see thi's side of the State fill

up with farmers pretty fasr.a

The petitions reflected one or more of four basic claims: that tracts of
160 or 320 acres were not of sufficient size to provide for a family but that
tracts of 640 acres would be; that until tracts of 640 acres were easily
available, prospective settlers would have to shun New Mexico and present
settlers would be forced to either leave the state or find another means of
livelihood; that if the public domain were placed under a leasing arrangement rather than a system of enlarged homesteading, the Iarge cattle
interests would soon become dominant over the "little man"; and that beef
production would increase and the entire stock industry would stabilize
with grazing homesteads of 640 acres, Predictably, most of the substantive oral testimony presented to the committee-not only by Fergusson
but by the other members and witnesses who were friendly to the billincluded one or more of these themes.
It had become apparent by the spring of 1914 that an important change
in public land policy was near. The hearings before the House Committee
on Public Lands included not just one bill, but two. The first was H.R.
10539, introduced and championed by Congressman \Tilliam Kent of
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California. Its aim was to provide a broad system of leasing of the public
grazing lands, under which title to the lands involved would remain with
the federal government. The other was the Fergusson bill, H.R. 9582,
which proposed to grant actual ownership of graziog lands, in 640-acre
parcels (mile-square sections), to homesteaders. Both bills were predicated
on the same assump6isn-1h^. the existing system of free gra2ing was
obsolete. Uncontrolled grazitg, it was agreed, had inflicted heavy damage
on the public domain to the point of jeopardizing not only the natural
resources involved but the western cattle and sheep industry as well. The
proponents of both bills agreed that something had to be done to rectify
the situation. Their differences centered on the means, not the end.
Hearings on these two bills were held consecutively, with the Kent bill
being heard first. The rhetoric showed little variation from one hearing to
the other. Throughout, Kent, a cattleman himself, contended that leasing
was the surest means of restoring the carrying capacity of the public
grazing lands. For support he pointed to the success achieved within the
national forests under a system of grazing leases. Fergusson, on the other
hand, argued that the surest means of restoring the carrying capacity of
these lands was to place them under private ownership. For vindication he
pointed to the Kinkaid Act. lJfithin tlie huge gaP separating these basic
assumptions, the debate proceeded with each side pandering to its friendly
witnesses, interrupting and otherwi3e harassing opposing witnesses, and
exchanging barbs.

Obviously, the matter of conservation was inextricably linked to the
basic issue. After all, it was because of the depleted condition of the
public grazing lands that these bills had been drafted in the lirst place.
But the most that can be said of the issue of conservation as debated in
these hearings is that both sides saw their bill as being the best suited to
restoring and conserving the natural resources involved. This fact was so
plain throughout the hearings that the word "conservation" was seldom
used. One of the few times the word was mentioned was in an exchange
of ideas between Congressmen Frank \W. Mondell of \Tyoming and John
E. Raker of California, both of whom favored an enlarged homestead
measure over leasing. It illustrated the folly of semantic debate and
probably explains in large part why the word "conservation" was generally avoided.

Mr. Raker. From your statement which you made a while ago, in regard
to the great quantity of forage going to waste in the Eastern States, and
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your statement as to the use of the ranges in the \fest, would you
there has been as much conservation in the East, so far as forage is
concerned, as in the \(est?

say

Mr. Mondell. There has been very much more conservation in the East
than in the \Zest, if conservation means conserving a thing to go to
waste.

Raker. Mr. Mondell, you have had enough experience to know that
I do not mean that.
Mr, Mondell. I would like to have your delinition of conservation. If a
complete utilization of a product in a useful way is conservation, no

Mr.

place on earth has had better conservation of its natural growth than the
range country in the \fest.
Mr, Raker. I agree with you on that; and have not all these stock and
cattle which have come from these ranges assisted in building up the
country and making more prosperous the farmers and people living in

that communityi'
A4r. Mondell. Oh, yes; if it had not been for the stock business, in
stock State like ours, we wouid not have had much ofa State.t

a

To reiterate, the proponents of the Kent and Fergusson bills differed
not on the end but only on the means. Both were 6ommitted to conservation. The question was whether federal adminisrration or private ownership would best promote it.
The House Committee on Public Lands consisted of twenty-one members. They were well distributed geographically, representing sixteen
states and one territory. A number of the representatives did not participate actively in the hearings, however. Indeed, Congressman Kent stood
nearly alone in defense of his bill. Level of activity aside, the committee
was predisposed to the Fergusson bill from the outset. The back-to-theland urge, then rampant in America, had made the idea of homesteading a
highly popular political subject.
Naturally, the members of the Public Lands Committee were aware
of, and often made reference to, the rapidly accelerating demand for
land ownership in the nation. For example, in his testimony before the
committee, Assistant Secretary of the Interior A. A. Jones spoke of the
number of U.S. citizens who were leaving the country each year to find
farms in Canada. Here at home, he observed, applications for homesteads were numbering nearly sixty thousand per year under existing
law. Since the best land had already been taken, the rate of failure
among the new homesteaders was high. But, Jones related, even Poor
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land and a strong prospect of failure were not enough to deter these
aspiring homesteaders. In this regard, Congressman Denver S. Church
of California referred to data recently presented to the committee showing that 138,000 applications for homesteads had been submitted the
previous year (1913). Jones thought that figure was incorrect, but he
again acknowledged that the demand for homesteads had greatly outrun
the supply of suitable land, with unfortunate results for the more
recent homesteaders.6
Proponents of the Fergusson bill knew they had a friendly witness in
Secretary Jones and they made the most of it. Mr. Raker, for example,
asked Jones: If the present demand for land continued could it be assumed
that very little public land would remain in another twenty yearsi'Jones
answered:

That would undoubtedly follow if they were to continue. I think the
greatest trouble now is in preventing the people from taking up these
lands under laws which are not applicable and under which they can not
support families. I think we are inviting disaster in many, many cases.
and these lands will go to patent under existing law, a great many of
them; I certainly feel thar simply indicates the great demand that there
is for homes and that we ought to provide some means for giving them
good homes.T

Raker then asked if the solution lay i.r inc.eusing the size of the homesteads such that the applicant might have a better chance for success.

"That is my opinion," wasJones's reply.
The explanation of why the committee was disposed to Fergusson's bill
goes somewhat beyond the fact that Americans were clamoring for easier
access to land ownership. There was also the matter of the traditional
American distrust of federal efficiency as compared to private initiative.
Congressman Kent could not convince his doubting colleagues that federal
machinery would be more efficacious than private enterprise in restoring
and preserving the carrying capacity of grazing lands. His claim that
federal management of grazing lands within the national forests had been
strikingly successful was compromised by Fergusson's charge that only the
large cattle interests had benefited from that program. The fact that the
American National Livestock Association endorsed the Kent bill probably
hurt his cause more than it helped. On the other hand, the proponents of
the Fergusson bill presented much favorable testimony in support of their
claim that one who owns land is likely to dedicate his entire life and all his
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resources, both mental and physical, toward developing that land. For
incentive, he had his very livelihood. This conviction repeatedly surfaced
during the proceedings, but it was A. A. Jones who expressed it best:
The natural tendency in the \7est, and especially in New Mexico,
where we have a great many private land grants to deal with, has been
to divide those large holdings, and it is noticeable there-I think gener-

ally throughout the State-that the man with the smalier

area is getting
than the man with the large area. The man
with a small area will manage in many ways to get more out of his
property. He will develop the water in different localities, so that the
cattle will not have to go so lar for it. He will buiid trenches out of
little draws so that the water will spread over a considerable area and
increase the grazing capacity, or perhaps enable him to grow some forage crops upon it. He will take better care of his animals, he will breed
them up better, he will get a larger percentage of increase than a man
handling live stock on a larger scale.s

more out of

it in proportion

The first witness called in support of the Fergusson bill was Congressman Moses P. Kinkaid of Nebraska. It was he who had introduced the
homesteading measure, passed in 1904, that provided for 640-acre homesteads in western Nebraska. Early in his testiriony he was asked by
Fergusson, "Has your act been a success in setcling up your State in this
semiarid regioni"' Kinkaid replied, "Taking the judgment of the peopie
who live in the territory, it has proven to be a remarkable success."e
Similarly, Congressman Mondell, who by l9l4 had gravitated to the
position that homesteads of 1,280 acres were required in the semiarid
\West, testified that the 320-acre Dry Farm Homestead Act had worked
"exceedingly well" in his state of Wyoming.l0
Kinkaid and Mondell could hardly be considered unbiased witnesses.
Obviously, they could not have been expected to acknowledge anything
but success in the operation of their respective homestead laws. But this
rype of tesrimony is common in congressional hearings: unbiased witnesses are a rarity. The aim of the proponents of the Fergusson bill was
largely to build a case for privace encerprise.
The stock raising homestead bill was debated thoroughly boch in committee and on che floor. The procedural and substantive provisions of the
bill as well as the intent and workability were explained, questioned,
defended, and rebutted. But much of the House debate also reflected a

striking resemblance to the popular rhetoric on the back-to-the-iand movement. Many of the themes expressed in the popular periodicals were
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church continued in this mawkish vein ar length. In recalling chiichood memories of life on his father's homestead in california, he expressed
gratirude that the ranch had been located "away from the strife and din of
the city, where the flowers nodded and the meadow lark sang, where the
quail whistled, the ground squirrel scolded' and the sad dove moaned.'' It
was from rhat idyllic setring, he assured his listeners, that he had received
his first norions of the pure and rhe sbblime, and it was from the surround-

ing mountains, upon which shone the moon and stars, that he had received his first impression of God.

Variations of this theme were offered by Congressman James V'
McClintic of oklahoma, who expressed his conviction rhat tracts opened
under the act would be settled and developed by "thousands of sturdy,
energetic, patriotic, and loyal citizens,"12 and by Congressman Charles H'
Burke of South Dakota, who quoted from a prediction by a prominent
\Tyoming figure, I. S. Bartlett, that the act would "settle Lip the vast area
of waste lands in the nation with a hardy, intelligent, and progressive
American citizenship. " 1l
Such adjectives as sturdy' loyal, cheerful, honest, and patriotic were
used often by rhe bill's supporters in describing the type of man who had
homesteaded in the past and who could be expected to homestead in the
future. Regarding the latter adiective, ar one point in the debates Congressman scott Ferris implored congressman James R. Mann to "search

into the innermost

recesses

of his heart" in order to find some patriotism

wich which to support the bill

. ra

hand, the debilitating effect of city living also found
expression. The following quorarion from congressman church could

on the other
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have easily appeared in any

previous chapter:

I am in favor of any bill that takes people away from the cities into
the great outdoors to build for themselves homes. In the country home
nearer than in any other place we find content. Our cities are filled with
perplexities and unrest; the grind of machinery, the noise of the factory,
and the shriek of the locomotive keeps the nerves of the city man strung
to the key of G.15
Church further asserted that the act, if passed, would bring happiness
to hundreds ofthose "saddened hearts" in the cities, who' feeling they had
failed in life, would suddenly have a chance ro begin anew. His conclusion
was that the act would "bring color to faded cheeks, merriment to many a
cheerless renemenr child, and place a new srar in rhe dark life of many
hopeless men. "16

A variant of this theme was offered by Congressman Charles F. Reavis
of Nebraska, who suggested that in every community across the nation
there were wage earners constantly haunted by the realization that creeping age must surely end their employment and that these men were
hopeful of accumulating a piece of property o., *ti.h to sustain themselves when that evil day should come.17 Somewhat less explicit was
Congressman McClintic's remark that "if the'ie is any class that your
Government should help ir is those who have nor been fortunate enough to
provide for themselves a little domicile which they could call'home."'18
And Congressman Fergusson, upon reporting the bill from committee.
asserted that the proposed homestead measufe would afford "an outlet to
the congested civic and labor cenrers of our popularion wirhout driving
re
homeseekers to take advantage of the liberal land laws of Canada. "

Those congressmen who supported the proposed homestead

bill

also

placed much emphasis on the economic opportunities that would be
They stressed those in or little above poverty as being the
most likely beneficiaries of the act, and here they departed somewhat from
the mainstream of rhe back-to-the-land genre of literature. Yet, reminiscent of that literatufe, the congressional supporters of the bill did not
menrion the handsome amounr of capital required to launch a farm irreopened under

it.

spective ofthe cost ofthe land.

The assumption of many of the bill's proPonents seemed to be that
whatever favored the poor individual would hinder the rich corporacions,
and much was made of this claim in the debates. Here, too, the congres-
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sional rhetoric departed from the popular literature. By the same token,
however, it drew very near the spirit of rJ7oodrow sTilson's New Freedom.
Congressman McClintic, for example, noted that the nation's history was
full of examples of intimidation and violence having been heaped on those
who undertook to fence off a portion of public lands for the purpose of
esrablishing a home. This he offered as a reminder of the age-old story that
unless restrained by a higher order "the mighry will crush the weak. "20 He
also insisted that there were rhousands of people wairing, watching, and
hoping for a chance ro better their present condition. His assumption was
that the proposed act would presenr just such a chance. Congressman
Benigno C. Hernandez of New Mexico (successor to Fergusson on the
latter's death in 1915) foresaw the acr as coming ro the rescue of the
"humble and lowly" in a much more effective manner than antirrust
legislation ever could.21 And congressman Kinkaid assured his colleagues
that he favored an enlarged homestead acr over leasing because the former
was based on the rule of "the grearesr good to the greatest number. "22

In this regard, Congressman Burke quoted from a report issued by
Charles D. \7olcott, former director of the U.S. Geological Survey,
charging that where homesteads- of insufficient size were allowed, eventual abandonment by the settler*could be expected; and the general case
in the past had been for such lands to drift into rhe control of corporations.23 Congressman Eben \ti. Martin of South Dakora poinred our that
the average farm size in several western states was similar to that conremplated under rhe act. "$7e have never had a land monopoly in this
country," he claimed, "and we never will have so long as Congress
remains wise enough to provide farm homestead units upon which men
can make a liviog."za Congressman Edward Keating, a prominent progressive from colorado, emphatically assured his colleagues that the bill
would ensure benefits to the homesteader rarher than the "land-grabbing
corporations.

"25

Often in this congressional debate, stockmen with large holdings were
pictured as being of the same mold as the rapacious corporations. Mr.
Mcclintic argued that such stockmen had traditionally controlled the public domain in the rVest, therefore preventing the "little fellow" from launching a successful beginning in the livestock business. He further condemned
the large cattle inrerests for having taken handsome profits from their
business while having had free use of public grazing lands.26 W'ith apparent
relish, Congressman Raker of California pronounced an end to the day of the

cattle kings and to their undisputed conuol of the public range. He sug-
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gested that the cattle interests had been unable to displace the Kinkaid
homesteaders, and he expressed doubt that they would be able to consolidate sizeable tracts under the proposed bill-an opinion with which Congressman E. E. Roberts of Nevada rose in agreement. 27

In discussing the economic opportunities of the bill, congressional
proponents were lavish in their assessment of what individual owners
were capable of accomplishing, even on marginal lands. Here the assumptions and expressions dovetailed with those articuiated in committee
hearings as well as those common to the popular literature. These new
entrepreneurs, the argument ran, would bring enthusiasm, imagination,
and daring to the enterprise. N7ith these qualities, anything seemed
possible. In an early debate on the measure, Congressman Fergusson
advanced his familiar claim that the small farmer was more inclined than
the large lessee to make improvements on the land and in the quality of
livestock.28 Congressman Edward T. Taylor had similar thoughts, adding that by using newly developed techniques and suitable crops the
settler could maintain a home and family even on the most arid and
rugged terrain encompassed by the bill.2e According to Congressman
McClintic, settlers who took grants under the proposed measure would
soon transform "a barren desert

into happy homes"and thriving, prosperous communities."l0 This type of miracle had been wrought in portions
of Oklahoma, he assured his colleagues, as sobn as the settlers had been
able to wrest control of the land from the cattlemen. Congressman Raker
also lent voice to this promise, pointing to the Enlarged Homestead Act
of 1909 as vindication. As he portrayed it, that act not only allowed
settlers to gain homes but also channeled their energies into the building
of communities, schools, and roads.lr
The promise of economic development was the most persistent argument marshalled in support of the act. Congressman Taylor, the most
eloquent of the many congressional spokesmen on this matter, quoted

from a recent report of the House Committee on Public Lands, which
wedded this tenet with that of commercial development of natural resources in a way that Theodore Roosevelt would have approved:

It takes homes to insure permanent raxpayers; it takes homes to bring
schoois and churches; it takes homes to build cities and towns that attract and support labor and mechanics; population invites railroads,
which in turn bring more immigration and capitai to develop the barely
touched resources of this great semiarid \7est.12
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It is unclear whether Taylor envisioned the same type of development of
natural resources as Roosevelt, but the similarities in rhetoric are striking.
Taylor also predicted that the act would result in the addition of
thousands of new homes to each western state and would transform several
million acres of previously worthless land into productive tracts that
would then be added to the rax rolls. Congressman McClintic reiterated
this point of view, although his estimates were more modest. Having
noted that homesteaders in Oklahoma had contributed to the development
of the gypsum, cement, granite, flour, and cheese industries of that state,
he opined that the proposed act would "cause the undeveloped natural
to be thoroughly investigated" in

each of the newly opened
Hernandez voiced similar thoughts. Admitting that
New Mexico was in financial straits, he foresaw the grazing homestead act
as a source of relief, if not deliverance. Not only would the act add new
land to assessment rolls, but it would provide people to aid in the development of the state's resources.
Nearly every supporter agreed that the act would be an economic boon
to the West. Such agreement need not cast cynical aspersions on the
motives of the bill's proponents nor otherwise detract from their sincerity
in advancing the bill. If the act were to #ork the wonders pictured by irs
supporters, its economic consequences would be profound. It is around
this "if-then" proposition that the final considerations of this chapter
logically revolve: the sectional alignment the bill occasioned in Congress
and the place of the act in President rilTilson's New Freedom.
Recall that as early as 1909 the Country Life Commission had found
that the urge to move to new places in order to gain greater acreage was
strong among the nation's farmers. This fact was acknowledged several
times in the congressional debates. Even one of the opponents of the
measure, Congressman \William H. Stafford of Nfisconsin, recognized
that there were "large numbers of people" who desired to homestead on
the public domain.la But after objecting to the bill on the grounds that it
favored the westerner at the expense of others, Stafford was unable to
respond when challenged by a colleague to explain how anyone could enter
a claim under the act without going \fest and in fact being a westerner. It
was, of course, movement from the East to the rVest on which the bill's
resources

areas.33 Congressman

western supporters hased their anticipation of the development of their
respective states and to which they had given such elocution. It was
Mondell's opinion that 90 percent of those who moved to \Wyoming under
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the Enlarged Homestead Act of 1909 had come from states east of the
Missouri River, and he predicted similar results under the Stock Raising
Homestead Act.st The beneficiaries of the act, in other words, would be
westerners, midwesterners, southerners, and easterners alike.
Later in the debates Stafford again acknowledged those "thousands
living in the Midwest" who rnere looking for an opportunity ro gain land,
but he argued that the bill would not artract those people to the \West.
His logic seemed confused, however, when in the next breath he stated
that he would be more inclined to support the proposal if he did not feel
that much land still remained suitable for homesteading under the Act of
1909 .'6 (He seemed undisturbed by the fact that thousands of midwestern
constituents obviously disagreed.) In the debate of the following day he
effected yet anocher rurnabout, insisting that the bill, as amended, represented a sellout to the stock barons.lT
Although rhe opposition to the bill, such as it was, seems to have been
centered mostly in the Midwest, at least one congressman from that
section anticipated positive benefits accruing to the Midwest under the
act. Congressman S7illiam P. Borland of Missouri pointed out that for
some time the farmers of the Missouri and Mississippi valleys had been
experiencing difficulty in raising enough young stbck and feeders co capitalize fully on the fattening operations so nacurally suited to those areas.
According to his analysis, this was one of the primary reasons for the
relative shortage of beef then available for marketing. An operation likely
to be pursued on a grazing homestead would be the production of replacement stock, and large numbers of these cattle could be expected to find
their way to the feedlots of the Midwest. Similar benefits would be felt in
the sheep industry as well. The farmers of Missouri had a genuine need for
sheep to clear pasturage and brushwood, but they were presently faced

with an insufficient source of young stock to meet their demand. As
Borland saw it, the grazing homesteaders of the \West would provide that
source. l8

On the other hand, one western congressman was an outspoken critic of
bill, especially as it drew near a vote. Having hrst professed sympathy
with the intent of the measure and having paid due respect to the positive
effects of the Enlarged Homestead Act of 1909, Congressman Robert M.
McCracken of Idaho then argued vigorously the scockmen's point of view.
He voiced fear that agroup of designing men could make entry on "iarge
tracts of land" (presumably contiguous tracts) with the sole intent of
obstructing the use of public grazing lands by the stockmen in order to
the
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exact tribute from them. He insisted that enactment of the bill would
largely destroy ldaho's livestock industry, and he inserted in the record a
statement from the lil7ool Growers' Association ro rhar effect.se
Congressman James R. Mann of Illinois was another outspoken criric,
particularly in the earlier debates; and he, Stafford, and McCracken comprised the heart of the opposition corps. But unlike McCracken, and to a
great extent like Stafford, Mann was careful to keep his motives concealed.
His criticism was generally confined to charges that the bill reflected poor
syntax and that many of its provisions were loosely drawn. He was especially critical of the provision specifying the type of land to be open for
entry, charging that the net effect was to make the bill one "under which
if 639 acres will support afamily, you can not get 640 acres, and under
which if 64I acres are necessary to support a famtly, you can not get 640
acres."40 So insistent was he that Congressman Irvine L. Lenroot of \fisconsin, though himself mildly opposed to the bill, chided him for interpreting literally that which was obviously intended as a guideline only.ar
At a point about midway through the debates, Mann, apparently perceiving the momentum that had been generated in support of the bill,
withdrew from further participation. In so doing he predicted rhat legislation of this type would be enacted fnd that "possibly it ought to be."
Notwithstanding the uncertainty of the source of his opposition, the fact
remains that he was the only congressman to have articulated clearly the
basic economic fallacy of the act when he remarked that "no man can make
a living by grazing stock on 640 acres where he can not raise anything
eIse."42

There was only a small amount of debate in the Senate on the Stock
Raising Homestead Act, and what little activity the bill occasioned in that
chamber was generally of the procedural sort. Although passed by the
House in the third session of the Sixty-third Congress (in January 1915),
the bill was not taken up by the Senate prior to adjournment. It was
subsequently passed againby the House early in the next session (January
1916) and again seemed to experience difficulty in gaining a hearing on
the Senate floor. The bill's eventual consideration and passage by the
upper house was undoubtedly influenced to a sizeable extent by the positive assistance lent by President NTilson.
The most explicit statement of Sfilson's views on public resource policy
conservation is in one of his campaign speeches of 1912. He charged that
designing men bent on monopolistic control of the nation's resources had
hitherto stood so close to government that it had feared to release the
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natural resources for development. The "bona fide settler" had been ignored, and the government had locked away much of the nation's potential strength. The heart of \Tilson's proposal harks back to the Progressive
view ofconservation:
The trouble about conservation is that the governrnent of the United
It is simply marking time. It is
simply standing still. Reservation is not conservation. Simply to say,
"\7e are not going to do anything about the forests," when the country
. There
needs to use the forests, is not a practicable program at all.
can't be a working program untii there is a free government. The day
when the government is free to set about a policy of positive conservation, as distinguished from mere negative reservation, will be an emancipation day of no small importance for the development of the country.43
States hasn't any policy at present.

\Tilson went on to ask of what value is the country's srorehouse of
if intelligent and vigorous use of them is denied; of what value
are resources which are not developed into tangible wealth.
ril7ilson's views on conservation are strikingly similar to those of Theodore Roosevelt. And both men were elaborate in their praise of those who
drew their living from the soil. The only discern-ible difference is one of
resources

style. According to $Tilson:

Nothing living can blossom into fruitage unless through nourishing
stalks deep-planted in the common soil. The rose is merely the evidence
of the vitality of the root; and the real source of its beauty, the very
blush that it wears upon its tender cheek, comes from those silent
sources of life that lie hidden in the chemistry of the soil. Up from that
soil, up from the silent bosom of the earth, rise the currents of life and
energy. Up from the common soil, up from the quiet heart of the people, rise joyously to-day streams of hope and determination bound to
renew the {ace of the earth in glory.al
That \Tilson lent support to the grazing homestead bill is therefore not
surprising. In an address delivered to an Indianapolis audience in January
1915, he expressed hope that Congress would soon act to "unlock the
resources of the public domain."at And in his third annual message to
Congress, in December 1915, he urged that "at the same time that we
safeguard and conserve the natural resources of the country we should put
them at the disposal of those who will use them promPtly and intelligently, as was sought to be done in the admirable bills submitted to the
last Congress from its committees on the public lands. "45
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Sfilson's advice was taken. The grazing homestead bill was

1t
passed by

the Senate on September 8, 1916, and the president signed it into law a
few weeks later.
It happens, then, that the Stock Raising Homestead Act, as formulated
and debated in congressional committee and chambers ftom I9I4 to
1916, was a logical response to the growing back-to-the-land sentiment in
the United States. The debates in Congress reveal an obvious awareness of
this sentiment. The congressional rhetoric advanced in favor of the bill
showed a noticeable resemblance to the back-to-the-land genre of literature. The Stock Raising Homestead Act also appears to have been a logical
extension of the public land policy desired by President rJTilson. It represented the principle of use and commercial development of the public
domain by that bona fide settler championed so eloquently by both rVilson and Theodore Roosevelt. President STilson clearly saw the act as
consonant with the principles of conservation.
Sectional alignment occasioned in Congress by the bill was not pronounced. There was strong support for it among many western congressmen, but there was also some western opposition. Furrhermore. a leasing
bill, offered as the alternative to graztng homesteads, was sponsored by a
Californian. Most opposition to the bih was centered in a handful of
congressmen from the rich farm belt of the Midwest, but the opposition
block was neither large nor well orgariized. At least one Missouri congressman was friendly to the measure; and if Oklahoma is considered a midwestern state, one would have to acknowledge on the basis of that delegation's
support that midwestern support for the bill was at least as strong as
midwestern opposition to it. The congressional debates reveal no indication ofopposition from eastern or southern states.

CHAPTER

FIVE

Disillusion with Disposal

The decade of the 1920s was a pivotal one for public land policy in the
United States. It began with a clear commitment to disposal of millions of
acres in relatively small parcels to individual homesteaders. It ended at a
crossroad, with the nation again debating the direction ofthe future. This
time, in contrast to the debates of the teens, the issues were more closely
linked to actual experience and the rhetoric was devoid of romantic allusions. It was a serious business from the outset, one that foreshadowed the
sensitive nature of public resource issues that has come to characterize
post-frontier America.
The first round opened in 1929. In August, at the Conference of Public
Land States' Governors held in Salf Lake City, a letter from President
Hoover was read which expressed his conviction that the western states
could manage the administration'of public lands and reclamation more
competently than the federal government. He then proposed the creation
of a commission to study the advisability of relinquishing the remaining
public domain to rhe various states in which these lands were located. This
proposal was a natural sequel to the notion advanced by Interior Secretary
Ray Lyman \Wilbur to the Conferenco of \Testern Governors the previous
month when he stated his belief that "it is time for a new public land
policy which will include transferring to those states willing to accept the
responsibility the control of the surface rights of all public lands not
included in national parks or monuments or in the national forests."lIt
might eventually develop, Secretary NTilbur hinted, that even the control
ofexisting national forests would be best turned over to the states.
Even though there was no unanimity among the western governors in
their views toward this proposal,2 Congress authorized the creation of the
commission recommended by President Hoover and appropriated funds for
it in April 1930. To this Committee on the Conservation and Adminisrration of the Public Domain were appointed twenty members representing an
impressive and logical arcay of pro{essional and sectional interests. James R.
77
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Garfield, son of the former president, and himself former secretary of the
interior during two years of the Roosevelt administration, was appointed
chairman. Among the remaining nineteen members of the "Garfield Com-

mittee" were W. B. Greeley, secretary-manager of che $fest Coast
Lumbermen's Association and former chief of the U.S. Forest Service; Rudolph Kuchler, president of the State Taxpayer's Association of Arizona;
George H. Lorimer, editor of the Saturdal Euening Parr,' Elwood Mead,
commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamarion; I. H. Nash, state land commissioner of Idaho; $Tilliam Peterson, director of the Experiment Station and
Extension Division, Utah State Agricultural College; and Francis C. $filson, interstate river commissioner for New Mexico. In addition to the
twenty members were two ex officio members: Ray Lyman lVilbur, secretary of the interior, and Arthur M. Hyde, secretary of agriculture.
That the committee was weighted heavily in favor of western interests
is understandable considering that the preponderance ofunreserved public
land was in the western states (see table 2).
During the summer of 1.930 the committee members busied themselves
in personally examining large portions of the public domain, in receiving
testimony from interested individuals, and in collecting editorials and other
printed data valuable in the assessment of public opillion.I In November the
committee reconvened in Washington, D.C., to collate its information and
arrive at a conclusion. Its Report, submitted to the president in January
1931, advanced twenty specific recommendations-many of which were
strictly procedural-in support of the following substantive conclusions:
l. To the public-land states should be granted all the unreserved, unappropriated public domain within their respective boundaries, conditional upon legislative acceptance, within ten years, by each state.
to accept this grant of public land would have the
option of requesting, by appropriate legislation within ten years, that
the president, by executive order, designate these public lands as
national range to be administered in the same manner as national

2. States not desiring

forests.

state legislation within teo years, the president
may, when authorized by Congress, designate these public lands as

3. In the absence ofany
national range.
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TABLE TWO

Area of Vacant, IJnappropriated, and lJnreserved Public
Lands, as ofJune 30, 1930
Area, in acres

State

Total

IJnsurveved

Surveyed

7,096,000

11,180,880

California

1t,284,39t

t,319,093

16,623,488

Colorado

5,82>,421

1,202,043
6,652

8,027,468

12,24t

Idaho

8,75t,491

r,812,479

to,6t7 ,970

Minnesota
Montana

189,841

189,841

6,t10,931

90,740

6,601,677

2t,389,801
t,)47 ,640

tt,$4,491
tt,664,r2r

Arizona
Arkansas

Florida

Nebraska
Nevada

8,084,880
190,969

22,628

'

r90,969

18,897

22,628

J0,064,688

j

New Mexico
North Dakota

14,3t6,481

Oregon
South Dakota

t2,97 6,725

92,4t1

13,069,136

tr,103 ,377

$Tashington

439,880
12,378,068
906,382

439,880
23,88r,445
920,184

$Tyoming

t,,r8,,722

Utah

Grand Total

t46,rot

r28,301,266

M6,rjt

7

14,202
43,7 38

10,678,180

t, ,929,460
t78,979,446

Source: U.S. Congress, Senate, Report of the Comrnittee on the Conseraation antl
Administration of the Pablic Damain, appended to Senate Committee on Public
Lands and Surveys, Granting Remaining Unreseraed Public Lands to States, Hearings . . . onS. 17, 5. 2272, andS, 4060, 72dCong., lstsess., 1932, 343.

4.

with the Department of the
that the title to both
nonmineral
character,
Interior as to mineral or
should be granted to the states in fee simple, but that in the case of the
former the federal government should reserve all minerals for its
permittees, lessees, or grantees to prospect for, mine, and remove.4

These public lands should be clearly listed
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A bill embodying the proposals of the Garfield Committee was drafted
by that body and printed as an appendix to the Report. This draft, altered
slightly by James Garfield, was incroduced in the Senate by Gerald P. Nye
of North Dakota and in the House byJohn M. Evans of Montana. A similar
bill was also introduced at that time by Senator Walsh of Montana, differing
from the Nye-Evans measure to the extent of including the mineral rights in
the proposed grant ofunreserved, unappropriated public lands to the states.
Hearings on these measures were held before the House Committee on
Public Lands and the Senate Committee on Public Lands and Surveys
during the early months of 1932. Neither bill survived those hearings. In
fact, the repudiation of the disposal concept was so emphatic that within
two more years the federal government would finally iniciate a grazrng
regulation program that represented the very antithesis of the Nye-Evans
bill. The Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 signaled the death knell to homesteading and other plans to parcel out the public domain to state or individual
ownership. Henceforth, the federal government would be not jusr the
owner ofpublic lands but a proprietor, not just an absentee landlord looking
for a buyer but an aggressive manager of this vast aqeage

.

Nfhy the sudden turnabout!' How could president and Congress have
moved so abruptly from such an apparently pofiular and traditionally
American position as homesteading toward a posture of tightfisted ownership? The answer lies in a convergence of social, economic, demographic,
climatic, and ecological considerations that burst upon the national consciousness in 1930. Much of the story belongs to the twentieth-century
homesteaders, much to the grazing stockmen, and not a little to the
unique topography of the semiarid American \7est.
Despite genuine effort from alarge number of dry-farm homesteaders,
the Enlarged Homestead Act of 1909 did not begin to measure up ro rhe
hopes and expectations of its sponsors. Its best success came on the northern Great Plains where thousands of homesteaders moved into the wesrern
Dakotas and eastern Montana to try their hand at this new system of
agriculture. Generally inattentive to the little technical literarure available
on the subject, they proceeded by trial and error, guided by a basic
optimism and, in many cases, previous experience as farmers in the
subhumid regions of the Midwest.t
In 1910, the first full year of operation for the Enlarged Homestead
Act, nearly 22,000 people entered claims in the Dakotas and Montana
alone. Some were speculators; they tended to locate in districts served by
railroads and were less concerned about the quality of land. Most, how-
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ever, were genuinely interested in dry-land farming and they worked hard
at it. Initially beset by drought and inexperience, they nevertheless enjoyed gocld weather and higher grain prices during the war years. Then
came a series of droughts and tumbling prices beginning in the late teens
and extending through the 1920s. Few homesteaders could cope with such
a combination for long, and most of them sold or abandoned their claims.6

$Tithin the Rocky Mountain region, dry farming enjoyed its best
success in the northern Utah-southefn Idaho area. Utah. of course. had
seen exrensive dry farming since the 1860s as the Mormons had experimented with dry-farm crops and techniques from Juab Countl' on the
south to Cache County on the north. By 1895 some 14,627 acres were
under dry-farm agriculture in Cache County alone; Box Elder, Davis, and
Utah counties each boasted over 10,000 dry-farm acres. Though ofa lesser
magnitude in Idaho, dry farming was nevertheless visible on lands in
Gentile and Malad valleys by the 1890s.7
Utah had the advantage not only ofexperience but also ofthe vision and
enthusiasm of John A. tilTidtsoe. As a professor of agronomy at Utah State

Agricultural College and director of the Utah Experiment Station, he
lobbied successfully with the state's governor and legislature to fund the
establishment of five experimental farms in 1903, and from this base he
promoted the concept of dry farming throughout the state. In addition to
his previously mentioned book, Dry-Farming; A System of Agriculture for
Countriu IJndcr a Lota Rainfall, \Widtsoe authored numerous articles and
reports. He traveled extensively throughout the region to spread the dryfarming gospel; and, in a joint effort with colleague Lew Merrill, even put
together a special two-car train, the Farmers' Institute Special, that took a
two-week tour through Utah and Idaho in 1909 and 1!10, carrying
speakers, pamphlets, and exhibitions in support of dry farming.8
Perhaps because of the early advances in Utah dry farming, the Enlarged Homestead Act did not have a great impact on the area. However,
hundreds of thousands of Utah and Idaho acres were classified for entry

under the act and many homesteaders did take advantage of the opportunity. Matthew Bird entered a claim in the Arbon Valley of southern
Idaho, for example, and recorded in his diary that "the whole valley was
alive with new farmers." Bird succeeded, as did many others; but those
who entered on marginal lands were not so lucky, particularly during the
years of economic recession following the war.e In this respect' the UtahIdaho experience was similar to the Dakotas and Montana. It was different
in that the Enlarged Homestead Act prompted no significant population
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boom in Utah and southern Idaho. Most who took out claims were locals
merely seeking to add acreage to existing farms.
Elsewhere in the \7est, success was spotty at best. The Dry Farm Home-

Act triggered a rush of homesteaders ro norrheasrern Colorademost
of them second- and third-generation European immigrants from lowa,
Nebraska, and other midwestern states. Many of them lived in tents until
they had the time and money to build houses. They generally enjoyed
stead

during the early years but, in keeping with the larger western
pattern, fell victim to falling grain prices aiter the war and to drought cycies
success

in the 1920s and early 1930s.

10

In \7yoming, the boom-bust cycle was of even shorter duration. Its
dry-farming region, located in the southeast portion of the state, experienced a roller-coaster profile of activity, with a rush of dry farmers in 1909
and 1910, followed by drought and abandonments in 1911, then more
settlement activity from 19 12 to I9I4. The scale of immigration was
never large, however, despite some intensive promotional efforts by the
Board of Immigration and various private interests.11
Nevada's experience would have been even less g:.atifying to the sponsors of the Enlarged Homestead Act. A brief flurry of settlement acriviry,
particularly in Elko County, followed the act. ThE communities of Metropolis, northwest of \Wells, and Tobar, southeast of \7ells, sprang into
existence as dry-farm homesteaders, mostly from Utah, took their optimism and dreams into those valleys.

ln

1909 the state legislature did its

part to promote the idea by appropriating funds for the establishment of
an experimental dry farm in Pleasant Valley, near Tobar. But little success
was achieved. Dry years from the outset, jackrabbit invasions, and exceptionally harsh winters combined to frustrate even the hardiest dry-farm
homesteaders. By 1917 most of them were gone, and the state closed its
experimental farm.12
The same blush of optimism and activity that immediately followed the
Enlarged Homestead Act also attended the Stock Raising Homestead Act.
By 1923, for example, over six million acres of land on the northern Great
Plains was entered fot grazing homesteads. During the peak years from
I9l9 to 192), over thirty-five million acres rhroughout rhe $fest were
entered under the act. By 1934 the total number of acres approached sixty

million.ll
Yet, even more completely than rhe Enlarged Homestead Act, rhe
Stock Raising Homestead Act failed to measure up ro the rhetoric of its
sponsors and other supporters. Less than halfthe original entries were ever
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carried to final patent. The act simply had no economic feasibility to it. In
a detailed 1918 study of grazing conditions in Arizona, USGS engineer
E. C. La Rue determined that where 20 to 150 acres of land were required
to support one cow, as in Arizona, then from 3,000 to 22,500 acres would
be required to support a livestock-raising family. Conditions were not
greatly different in Utah-where the average carrying capacity of public
g,razing land was sufficient for only one cow per 15 acres-or elsewhere in
the Mountain \7est. A single section of this kind of land, which in many
cases could support only about forty cows, was hopelessly inadequate.ra

Naturally, in the absence of economic viability, homesteaders were
destined to disappoinrmenr in terms of quality-of-life considerations. The
rhapsodic promises of Congressman Church and the romantic visions of
Congressman McClintic eventually revefberated as souf notes in the actual
homesteading score. lo 1921 , Sfill C. Barnes, assistant forester and chief
of grazing for the U.S. Forest Service, summed up the enlarged homesteading experience on the recalcitrant western lands in these terms:
Eager citizens have combed these areas over and over and have cut
the very heart out of them in search of a piece of land upon which they
could locate, produce agricultural crops, and make a home for themselves and families. It is not there to-day. They recalled the stories of
their fathers and grandfathers of the ri,ch lands once open to settlement
in States like Iowa, Illinois, and the Dakotas. They found instead only
an arid climate, lands more or less infested with alkali and other injurious elements, no water for irrigation excePt at costs now wholly prohibitive, and surroundings generally inhospitable and unattractive'r5

Barnes described one group of stock-raising homesteaders west of Taos,

New Mexico, as he had observed them in 1922. Sttuated in rugged,
semiarid terrain, they were forced to spend an inordinate amount of time
and effort hauling water to their homesteads-up to ten miles over primitive roads. Most of them were veterans and young men and women from
surrounding communities. They were teachers, clerks, and other cityoriented people. Very few of them were experienced with livestock, and
almost none of them intended to make a permanent home on their entries.
Barnes noted similar conditions in Montana and Wyoming. The water
situation was better but, like the New Mexico group, "one and all were

looking for some stockmen to come along and buy them out."16
But the grazing stockmen also faced difficult times in the 1920s' In
addition to the problem of generally depressed market conditions, they
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also found the carying capacity of the unappropriared public gtazrng
lands to be diminishing each year. Ranges became increasingly crowded
and denuded. On such ranges as the tVest Deserr of Utah, transienr
herders moved their stock at will, disregarding the time-honored, unwricten agreements among the old-time outfits on territorial rights.rT Stockmen became ever more fidgety as their losses mounted.
Actually, the ranges had been deteriorating for years. Foresr reserves
were so badly overgrazed when Gifford Pinchot became chief forester, for
example, that he took radical steps-including the initiation of grazing
fees-to halt further destruction. Although originally resisted by the
stockmen, these measures proved effective enough in restoring the forest
grazing lands that by 1914, despite their perpetual complaints about the
cost of grazing permits, most western cattlemen and sheepmen favored the
Kent bill over the stock raising homestead proposal.
In large part due to agitation from stockmen, over a dozen grazing bills
were introduced into Congress between 1906 and 1924. None of them
saw enactment; on only two were hearings even held. While the srockmen
shared a consensus that something should be done, they could not agree on
particulars. This, along with the traditional rivaky between the agriculture and interior departments, served to thwarr finll congressional action
during those years. 18
In the meantime, the public ranges continubd to deteriorate. Will C.
Barnes, writing in 7925, announced that the public domain was "so badly
overgrazed as to be more of a liability than an asset."re He also included a
number of revealing photographs with his report, which report was incorporated into congressional hearings on the matte r ln 1921 . Other testimor-ry at
those hearings corroborated Barnes's dire view. Still, nothing was done.
Even the two spectacular Utah flash floods of Augusc l), 1923, farled
to convey a proper v'arning. One, in \7illard, took two lives; the other, in
Farmington, claimed seven. The latter was particularly dramatic as the
lethal torrent cascaded from the mouth of Farmington Canyon, caught six
unsuspecting campers in its wake, and carried them to agrisly death. Four
were boy scouts. The other two, \Talter rJTright and his wife'Wealtha,
were from Farmington. The force of the torrent severed the pregnant wife
at the waist. The six bodies were not recovered from the muck and debris
until two days later.20 Apparently, officials thought that such a freakish
occurrence was a capricious act of nature-something that would never
recur. Neglect continued apace throughout the remainder of the decade.
But in 1930, ,ust as the Garfield Committee was at its busiest, climatic
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events in Utah initiated a renewed public awareness of the fragile nature of

public grazing lands. The drought of that year ended abruptly in the
northern part of the state on July 10. Fol a numser of farmers along the
\Wasatch p1sn1-1ll6se in the Centerville and Farmington areas of Davis
County-relief quickly turned to alarm as they watched a cloudburst
discharge against the steep mountainside bordering their farmlands on the
east. In a matter of minutes a crest of water ten feet high roared out of an
adjacent canyon. It descended upon the home ofEugene andJoseph Ford,

3zed it, struck rhe side of rheir hay-filled barn, swepr ir forward several
rods, and then demolished it. A coop containing two hundred chickens on
the David F. smith farm, and one containing sevenreen hundred chickens
on a neighboring farm, were also swept away. Thirty-five sheep on the
Ernest Burnham farm were destroyed. As the crest fushed westward it left
a large portion of the Hiram Ford farm covered with a layer of silt up to
four feet deep, washed out a five-hundred-foot strip of the state highway,

A few miles north, in
\7eber Canyon, another cloudburst washed an estimated quarter of a
million tons of debris into the canyon, obliterating large areas of the

and left a deposit of silt a foot deep in the area.

highway and the Union Pacific tracks by leaving a pile of boulders as deep
as thirry-five feet in places. The storm ?xacted an esrimated one million
dollars in property damage, but miraculously, no loss of life.21
A month later, during the afterhoon of August ll, 1930, a second
cloudburst unleashed its fury against the barren mountainside east of
Centerville and Farmington. Almost immediately a torrent of destruction,
described by one observer as "a mass ofchocolate-colored waters, about the
consistency of aheavy paint," rushed from Parrish, Ford, Davis, and Steed
canyons down on the two communities below. Acres of fruit rrees were

uprooted and carried forward.

The home and outbuildings of Herbert Streeper were demolished as
were rhe outbuildings and two rooms of the home of Henry Barber. state
Senator David F. Smith lost his home, outbuildings, and six hundred
chickens. Several other homes and buildings were either destroyed or
badly damaged, and at least a dozen cows were swept away. Nearly a mile
of the public highway was lefr covered with a layer of debris ten feet deep,
and an estimated rwenty thousand dollars' wofth of crops were destroyed.
Although eighty-year-old charles Hughes was carried nearly two hundred
yards by the tide and was left buried to his neck in muck, neither he nor
any orhef person lost his life. But approximately a hundred acres of Utah's
choicest farm land was ravaged.22
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That was Monday. On lVednesday the bottom again dropped from the
clouds and again the hideous reverberations from the mountains signalled
the rush of more muck and destruction from the canyons-rhis time from
seven of them, ranging from Beck's in north Salt Lake City to Sheppard,
north of Farmington. Four more houses, several more ourbuildings, additional strips of highway, railroad tracks, fields, and orchards fell ro the
juggernaut. Again, Centerville was hardest hit. A survey of the area on rhe

following day disclosed that twenty-six families had suffered from the
recent disasters and 175 acres offarmland, valued at a thousand dollars per
acre, had been cleared of crops. Individual losses ranged from five to fifty
thousand dollars.2s

Though the Centerville and Farmington areas experienced the greatest
devastation, many areas of the state suffered from the August runoff. They
included Bingham Canyon and Magna, just west of Salt Lake City; Ophir
Canyon in Tooele County; and the Utah County communities of Provo,
Springville, and Pleasant Grove. Less severe floods were experienced farther

south-in the areas of Moroni, Silver City, Panguitch, Orangeville,

and in Grand and San Juan counries.

Following the August 13 flood, Governor George H. Dern announced
that he was ordering a survey of the Davis Countytarea to determine the
causes of the recent floods and to prevent or minimize future ones. He was
personally persuaded that overgrazing by sheep was the primary cause, and

he publicly said so. The Salt Lake Tribune editotialized similarly and
featured a number of letters to the editor charging overgrazing and poor
management as the obvious cause of the floods.2a
During the night of September 4, 1930, the fourth storm of the
summer, only slightly less severe than the previous three, again sent
torrents ofwaterborne soil, boulders, and vegetation down on the battered
homes and farms of Centerville and Farmington. Most of the progress thar
had been made in reclamation was negated in a matter of minutes, and the
farmers emerged disconsolate from their night of teruor. S7. S7. Parrish of
Centerville, upon observing that the storm had covered with debris the
land he had spent a month clearing, reported: "I'm going to leave it that
way now, unless they do something to reforest the hills and give us a
chance." Several of his neighbors expressed similar sentiments.2t
By September 9 Governor Dern had created and staffed the Flood
Commission composed of stockmen, geologists, engineers, bankers, range
managers, and conservationists. On December 31it transmitted its report
to the governor, who immediately directed publication.
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The causes of che many floods throughout the state, according to the
report, were (1) uncommonly heavy rainfall, (2) steep topography, and
especially (3) scant vegetation on the watersheds. "There is ample evidence
on the watersheds of Davis County," the commissioners asserted, "to show
that had the plant cover been approximately equal to its original natural

condition, the flooding in that section from the rains of 1930 would

have

been far less serious, ifnot prevented."26
On the causes of denudation, the report was very explicit. Excessive
cutting of timber had been a contributory cause, as were fires' But the

primary cause of depletion was overgrazing. The commissioners' investigation disclosed that even the vegetation normally unpalatable to livestock
had been laryeIy depleted before the end of July 1930. At the watering
places and in the more favorable grazing places, the ground was almost
bare. Overgrazinghad been done by both sheep and cattle, the former on
rhe steeper slopes, the latter on the gentler ones.
The commission then turned to the crucial matter of preventive maintenance, and it, .eco--.ndations were sweeping. Most crucial was the
acquisition of all critical watershed areas by the state or federal government. The commission also recommended that grazing be prohibited on
the heads ofseveral ofthe canyons ufitil plant cover had been restored, that
a vigorous reforestation program be launched immediately, and that an
effective fire prevention and suppression program be established.
The commission also advanced a Program of watershed protection for
the three million acres of highly important wacershed lands elsewhere in
the state that were presently being neglected for want of state or public
administrative attention.
Governor Dern was impressed with the report of the Flood Commission. He publicly said he was, and he used the report as the basis for
additional research and thought. By the time of the hearings on the NyeEvans bill a yeat later, he was {rrmly opposed to any cession of public
lands. In the extensive hearings on that measure,2T the charismatic Dern
became something of a star witness. He spent several days before the
House Committee on Public Lands in February 1931 and spoke with a
confdence that came not only from being well versed but also from the
rcalization that he represented a virtually unanimous constituency.2s
Special interests elsewhere were not nearly as united in their views on
the cession proposal. A number of them favored it, such as the $Tyoming
Woolgrowers and the American National Livestock Association. A number also opposed it, such as the State Woolgrowers of Colorado, the Idaho
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\Woolgrower's Association, and the American Farm Bureau Federarion.
Among the western governors, some supported cession, others were opposed, and still others remained silent. But the majority took Utah's lead
and cession was soundly defeated.
In summary, several events and circumstances came together in 1930 to
reverse public land policy. First, enlarged homesteading, that is, 320- and
640-acre parcels, was generally a farlure, in large measure because little

public land suitable for homesteading remained after the turn of the
century. Second, many years of overgrazing and undermanagemenr of the
unappropriated public domain had badly depleted what viable land there
was. Third, President Hoover opened the entire marrer to public debate
with his proposal of late 1929 to relinquish federal ownership of remaining public lands. And fourth, a series of expensive and spectacular floods
along the populated region of the \Wasatch Front commanded congressional attention and fixed the commitment of Utah's governor and congres-

sional delegation in support of aggressive federal managemenr of the
public domain.
Professor Gates reminds us that Congressman Edward T. Taylor of
Colorado "has a special niche in history because he was the man who
finally maneuvered through the House both the d40-acre Stock Raising
Homestead Act in 1916 and later the Grazing Act of 1934, which took his
name and in effect reversed the earlier act, which he had come to rcgret."29
But the Taylor Grazing Act was really the brainchild of Don B. Colton,
congressman from Utah. Had Colton maintained his seac in Congress,
perhaps the grazing act would have carried his name. Regardless, the great
shift in public land policy-away from disposal and toward srrong federal
management-cut across party and sectional lines. It was driven not by
theory or transitory ideology but by telling experience registered over a
considerable period of rime.
The Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 ended forever the fantasy of free public
lands and the hope of someday "proving up" on a picturesque homestead
nestled in an imagined valley at che base of the Rockies. The national
infatuation with free land, along with optimism in the individual's abiliry
to reclaim semiarid lands, withered and died under the harsh realities of
actual experience-experience that proved that the fragile but intractable
western lands are better at stimulating dreams than sustaining them.

Epilogue

The Taylor Gtazing Act of 1914 did not immediately end all homesteading on the public domain. Instead, it provided for the protection of
preexisting rights and for the consummation of certain phase-down procedures. Still, by early 1935 homesteading had slowed to a trickle. For
practical purposes, it was a thing ofthe past.

Even though the Taylor Act superseded the various homestead laws,
including the Stock Raising Homestead Act that he had advocated so
eloquently, Congressman Taylor had no doubt about its wisdom' In June
l93J hepublicly lamented the "tragic loss" of money and labor as well as the
"appalling hardships and heartbreaking disappointments" experienced by
rwentieth-century homesteaders. He appaftntly felt no embarrassment over
his turnabout, and indeed he need not have. His was an empirical resPonse
based on eighteen years of observation."By 1934he, along with millions of
other Americans, could see the folly of enlarged homesteading' In advocating its supersession he was simply articulating a national consensus.
That consensus has held remarkably firm from that time to this. Federal ownership and management of the public domain is well accepted and
generally appreciated by the majority of citizens. Periodic attempts by
special interests to effect transfer of public lands to the states-the most
notable being those of the late 1940s and the late 1970s-have never

really {ired the public imagination or developed a significant political
base.

The latter effort, the so-called Sagebrush Rebellion, is particularly
instructive. Despite its catchy label and the backing of several westefn
politicians, it held little appeal for the larger public. As with the Hoover
proposal of fifty years earlier, this cession attempt was not advocated by a
majority of western voices, was in fact strongly opposed by conservation
inrerests, and got nowhere in congress. There were differences as well.
The debate of 1919-80 was not as comprehensive as it had been for the
Hoover proposal, generally seemed to ignore the interstare narure of water89
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shed management, and galvanized opposition from sportsmen and other

well-organized recreation-oriented groups.
As our society continues to grow in size, urbanization, and industrialization, the average American citizen clings ever more renaciously to his
minuscule share of ownership in the public lands. For him, common
ownership is preferable to no ownership. Accordingly, the general direction of public-land policy seems set for a long time ro come.
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